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“Remember,” asks the Troubadour,
“The days of long ago,
When our College was a school house,
When Bud’s was but a cellar,
When Foreman Field was yet to be?
I remember all these things; I saw; I attended.
And I’ve sung of Old Dominion’s progress 
these thirty-four long years.
Do you see today’s new look,
Today’s student body— an increase over the past, 
Today’s far-reaching campus,
Today’s new masters program— product of old labor?
I see all this, a bright and growing College,
And I shall ever sing of it, a school of 
tradition in progress.”
Troubadour ’64-’65
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A growing college is more 
than buildings, classrooms, 
athletic fields . . .
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A growing college is all of these . . .
But most important are—
THE STUDENTS.
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A growing college is a busy college . . .  
From an early morning wait in line 
To a well-earned hour of relaxation.


JOSEPH C. CHANDLER
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Dedication
To Mr. Joseph C. Chandler, Swimming and Track Coach, and friend, 
we dedicate the TROUBADOUR of 1965. When Mr. Chandler resigned 
as Athletic Director in July of 1963, the Old Dominion College adminis­
tration praised him for his “unselfsh devotion of time and talents to the 
development of an outstanding program of physical education and an 
excellent program of intercollegiate athletics.” Although he is no longer 
Athletic Director, he is still very much with us as our Swimming and 
Track Coach.
Mr. Chandler is known to fans in general as the “Dean of Coaching” 
and to sports’ fans in particular as “Scrap.” He began coaching in 1924 
as a Professor of Physical Education at the College of William and Mary 
in Williamsburg. In 1942, he joined the faculty of the Norfolk College 
of William and Mary. What a record! Forty-one years of coaching. . . 
Twenty-three years right here on our campus. . . Numerous innovations 
and contributions to sports and to students throughout Norfolk.
“Scrap” founded the Intercollegiate Eastern District Wrestling Tourna­
ment, the Little Eight Swimming Meet, and the Tidewater Track Meet. 
In addition to his college duties, he gave freely of himself to the com­
munity by furthering high school sports. He founded the City High School 
Cross Country Run, the Groups One and Two Eastern District High 
School Track Meets, and the Eastern District Gross Country for Group 
One High Schools. For his many achievements, he was named Sportsman 
of the Year by the Norfolk Sports Club in 1957. And last, but far from 
least, it is to “Scrap’s” guidance and leadership that our college now 
offers a degree in physical education. Small wonder that he commands 
the high respect of his students and of his fellow coaches throughout 
Virginia. “Scrap’s” wise and timely teaching and coaching, community 
service, thoughtful advice, and ever-present friendship have immeasurably 
advanced the attitudes of his students.
The 1965 TROUBADOUR is dedicated to “Scrap” Chandler for his long 
service, his strength of character, leadership, and genuine contributions 
to the college and the community.
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DR. JACQUES S. ZANEVELD 
Chairman of the Biology Department
: • ; ... ............ ;

President Webb continues to direct the 
growth of Old Dominion College. As a re­
sult of his quiet confidence, progressive 
nature, and guiding genius, this college has 
been immeasurably enriched with respect 
to both number and quality of its courses, 
faculty, student enrollment, and school 
plant.
On November 6, 1964, the Virginia 
Society of Professional Engineers gathered 
in Richmond, Virginia to honor Dr. Lewis 
W. Webb as “Engineer of the Year.”
President Lewis W. Webb, Jr.
Academic Council
Top Row: Mr. Lewis W. Webb, Jr., President; Dr. 
John B. Johnson, Provost; Dr. Franklin R. Jones, 
Dean of School of Education. Bottom Row: Dr. J. 
Harold Lampe, Dean of School of Engineering; Mr. 
E. Vernon Peele, Dean of Arts and Sciences; Dr. Stan­
ley R. Pliska, Dean of Evening College; Mr. William 
C. Pollard, Head Librarian; Dr. John R. Tabb, Dean 
of School of Business; Dr. G. William Whitehurst, 
Dean of Student Affairs.
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Administration
Mrs. W. David Hamilton, Jr. Mr. Grady Whicker
Secretary to the President Assistant to the President
BOARD OF VISITORS: Front Row: Mr. W. Peyton May, Mrs. Harvey L. 
Lindsay, Mr. Frank Batten (Rector), Mr. James A. Howard. Rear Row: 
Mr. A. K. Scribner, Sr., Mr. Roy R. Charles, Mr. Charles B. Cross, Jr., Mr. 
Reid M. Spencer and Mr. James W. Wood. Absent are: Dr. W. W. Wilker- 
son, Mrs. J. F. Rixey, Dr. D. W. Jones, The Honorable Thomas N. Downing, 
and Mr. Joseph E. Baker.
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Elizabeth S. Angeli 
Administrative Assistant
Rebecca 0 . White 
Dean of Women
Dr. G. William Whitehurst 
Dean of Student Affairs
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Mr. William E. Howard, Jr. 
Acting Director of Admissions 
and Registration and Director 
of Financial Aid
Mr. James B. Denny 
Acting Assistant Director 
of Admissions
Mr. Hart Slater 
Business Manager
Mr. Raymond Quirk 
Ass’t. Business Manager
M. Marceline Staples 
Registrar
Mr. Thomas Kolcum 
Purchasing of Stores 
Supervisor
2§
Dr. W. Herman Bell 
Director of Counseling
Dorothy F. Lippincott 
Director College Relations and Placement
Mr. Glen G. Vought 
Assistant Director of Counseling
Mr. William C. Pollard 
Librarian
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School of Arts and Sciences
Dean E. Vernon Peele has been instrumental 
in adding the Departments of Philosophy and 
Political Science to the School of Arts and 
Sciences which, today, boasts of a faculty of 
one hundred twenty-two full-time members and 
offers both Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of 
Science degrees.
In addition to the newly-formed Departments 
of Philosophy and Political Science, the School 
of Arts and Sciences is comprised of the De­
partments of English, Fine Arts, History, Math­
ematics, Modern Languages, Music, Sociology, 
Biology and Medical Technology, Chemistry and 
Science, Geology, Physics, Nursing Education 
and Psychology.
In 1964, in keeping with the spirit of a grow­
ing college, the Departments of English and 
History initiated programs leading to graduate 
degrees, and the Department of Physics in­
augurated two graduate courses.
Mr. E. Vernon Peele 
Dean of School of Arts and Sciences
Mr. Richard H. Abbott 
History
Dr. Clifford L. Adams 
Chairman, Department 
of Physics
Dr. Cephas J. Adkins 
Psychology
Dr. Parker B. Baum 
Chemistry
Dr. Charles E. Bell, Jr. 
Chemistry
Dr. Thomas D. Blossom 
History
M r. W a y n e  E . B o w m an
E n g lis h
Mr. S. Eliot Breneiser 
Music
Mr. Cecil L. Blackwell 
History
Irma E. Bowers 
Biology
Dr. Michael G. Bottino 
Geology
Mr. Frank W. Billmyer, Jr. 
Chemistry
Violet K. Breneiser 
Modern Languages
Dr. Forrest P. Clay, Jr. 
Physics
Margaret H. Daugherty 
English
Dr. Leonidas H. Bunyan 
Mathematics
Dr. Allen K. Clark 
Chemistry
Elizabeth C. P. Dabney 
English
Mr. Richard R. Cole 
Modern Languages
D r. R a lp h  F  d e B e d ts
H is to ry
D r. D av id  E . D elzell
A c tin g  C h a irm a n ,
D e p a r tm e n t o f  B io logy
Mr. Willard C. Frank, Jr. 
History
Dr. Paul D. Füllager 
Geology
M r. W illiam  L . H a rre l l
E n g lis h
Mr. L. F. FreibUrghouse 
Mathematics
Mr. Henry S. Hackney 
Modern Languages
Mr. D. Alan Harris 
History
Mary Frey
Chairman, Department 
of Nursing
Dr. Ruth F. Harrell 
Chairman, Department 
of Psychology
Mr. James L. Hatfield 
Mathematics
Mr. Harold G. Hawn 
Chairman, Department 
of Music
Mr. Paul J. Homsher 
Biology
Dr. Joseph Q. Heplar 
Biology
Dr. Ian D. Howard 
Physics
Jean L. Holton 
Mathematics
Dr. Robert S. Hufstedler 
Chemistry
D r. D o ro th y  E . J o h n s o n
H is to ry
M r. L ew is  S. K e y es
C h e m is try
Dr. Karl F. Knight 
English
Dr. Frank P. Kosik 
Political Science
Mr. Mark Lesley 
Mathematics
Sammy G. Lawson 
English
Dr. Edgar E. Lineken 
Chemistry
Dr. John E. Mac Cormack 
Music
Mr. Donald K. Marchand, Jr. 
Chemistry
D r. H a ro ld  G. M a rsh a ll
B io logy
M r. W illiam  L . M essm er
M a th e m a tic s
Dr. John B. Miles 
Physics
Mr. Eldon S. Miller 
Geography, History
Dr. Donald P. Ogdon 
Psychology
Patricia Moran 
Nursing
Elizabeth G. Pappas 
Music
Dr. Arthur C. Munyan 
Chairman, Department 
of Geology
Dr. Leland D. Peterson 
English
M r. A n th o n y  G. P e tro p o u lo s
C h e m is try
Dr. Thomas M. Pick 
Psychology
M r. C a rl M. P ie t r z a k
C h e m is try
Dr. Kent S. Price 
Biology
Dr. W. Maurice Pritchard 
Physics
Mr. Norman H. Pollock 
History
Dr. Jean E. Pugh 
Biology
Mr. Robert L. Puyear 
Biology
Dr. James B. Reece 
Chairman, Department 
of English
Dr. Ernest L. Rhodes 
English
D r. A rm a n d o  J . R o d rig u e z
P h y s ic s
Dr. Wiley S. Rogers 
Geology
Ann L. Schlgsser 
Art
Mr. Clifford C. Saunders 
Sociology
Mr. Herbert L. Sebren 
English
D r. D an ie l E . S o n en sh in e
B io logy
Dr. William J. Schellings 
History
M r. W illiam  W . S ew ard , J r .
E n g lis h
Anna H. Rydingsvard 
English
Mr. Calder S. Sherwood, III 
Chairman, Department 
of Chemistry
Mary E. Rowden 
Nursing
Mr. Ronald G. Spector 
Sociology
Mr. Robert L. Stern 
Political Science
Mr. Peter C. Stewart 
History
Dr. Warren F. Spencer 
Chairman, Department 
of History
Dorothy E. Stanley 
Modern Languages
Dr. Andrew C. Tunyogi 
Philosophy
M r. W illiam  K . T u t t le
C h e m is try
D r. Jo se p h  M. T y rre l l
H is to ry
Dr. Charles E. Yogan 
Music
Nancy Lee Wade 
Biology
D r. G. W illiam  W h ite h u rs t
H is to ry
Dr. James R. Wells 
Biology
Mr. Conrad S. Wilson, Jr. 
English
M r. R o b e r t  J .  W u n d e rlin
P sy ch o lo g y
Mr. John F. West 
English
Mr. Jack H. Wilson 
English
M r. R o b e r t  F . Y o u n g
M usic
Mr. Fritz C. Wildermann 
Physics
School of Business
The School of Business Administration, 
headed by Dean John R. Tabb, is an adminis­
trative unit composed of the Departments of 
Accounting, Business Education, Business 
Management, Economics, and Merchandising, 
and the activities of the Institute of Manage­
ment and the Bureau of Business Research. 
The School offers programs leading toward 
the Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science 
degrees.
In addition, a combination degree is offered 
with the Mar shall-Wythe School of Law 
whereby the first year of the law school con­
stitutes the fourth year for the Bachelor of 
Business Administration degree.
Two-year programs leading to an Associate 
of Arts degree are offered in Merchandising, 
Secretarial Science, and General Business.
The Master of Business Administration 
(MBA) degree program was initiated in 
1964 in order to provide students with a 
broad and general preparation for managerial 
activities.
Dr. John R. Tabb 
Dean of Business School
Mr. Earl W. Bracey 
Business Education
D r. A r th u r  F . B e lo te
C h a irm a n , D e p a r tm e n t o f
B u s in e s s  M a n a g e m e n t
Ruth Branigan 
Business Management
Mr. Whitney A. Chamberlin 
Accounting
Irene B. Davidson 
Business Management
Mr. Richard M. Gordon 
Director, Institute of 
Management
Mr. Lowell K. Clarke 
Accounting
Dr. John S. DeLeeuw 
Economics
Mr. Vance E. Grover 
Chairman, Department 
of Accounting
Mr. Carroll B. Coakley 
Chairman, Department of 
Merchandising
Mr. Charles F. Duff 
Merchandising
D o ro th y  M. J o n e s
B u s in e s s  M a n a g e m e n t
Dr. Max B. Jones 
Business Management
Rosemary MacLellan 
Economies
Dr. Jack W. Nickson, Jr. 
Economies
Mr. Allan V. Palmer 
Business Management
Dr. Charles R. Minton 
Business Management
Mr. William H. Patterson 
Accounting
Mr. Jackson T. Reed 
Director, Business Management and Bureau of Business Research
M r. N ev ille  L . R u c k e r
E co n o m ies
Dr. Kehar S. Sangha 
Economies
WÊ
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Dr. Stephen P. Shao 
Business Management
Mr. Albert Teich, Jr. 
Business Management
Mr. Harold Q. Webb 
Chairman, Department 
of Business Education
Mr. David A. Whitaker, Jr. 
Merchandising
Mr. John R. Willsey 
Accounting
School of Education
The School of Education, under the adminis­
tration of Dean Franklin R. Jones, is composed 
of the Departments of Elementary and Sec­
ondary Education, Industrial Arts, Physical Ed­
ucation and Speech.
All departments in the College contribute to 
the general and specific areas of teaching con­
centrations. In addition to regular course work, 
students serve a lab apprenticeship as student- 
teachers in the Tidewater Area Schools and 
upon completion of the program, receive a pro­
fessional undergraduate degree in Teacher Ed­
ucation.
The Speech and Hearing Center serves as an 
observation post and training center for all 
college students interested in the various 
aspects of the exceptional child: his diagnosis 
and therapy. Eventually, the Speech and Hear­
ing Center will form a part of the Child Study 
Center.
A graduate program leading to a Master of 
Education in Elementary Education degree was 
initiated in 1964.
Dr. Franklin R. Jones 
Dean of School of Education
Elizabeth Bullock 
Speech
Beverley B. Burton 
Physical Education
Mr. Joseph C. Chandler 
Physical Education
Mr. Reuben Cooper 
Chairman, Department 
of Speech
Mr. Charles W. Jackson 
Physical Education
M r. A r th u r  B. M e th e n y
D ire c to r  o f  A th le t ic s
C h a irm a n , D e p t, o f P h y . E d .
Natalie W. Etheridge 
Physical Education
Mr. Donald H. Kuhlman 
Speech
Dr. Ernestine A. O’Connell 
Science Education
Dr. T. Ross Fink 
Chairman, Department of 
Elementary Education
Mr. William L. Medley, Jr.
Director of Forensics
Helen L. Perry 
Education
Emily V. Pittman 
Chairman of Women’s 
Physical Education
Lillian J. Seats 
Physical Education
Mr. Thomas M. Robinson 
Physical Education
Mr. J. Albert Tatem, Jr. 
Physical Education
Mr. Louis G. Plummer 
Physical Education
Mr. Daniel E. Sellers 
Speech
School of Engineering
The School of Engineering, headed by Dean 
Lampe, is composed of the Departments of Elec­
tronics, Structures, Thermodynamics and En­
gineering Administration. Though considered 
part of the School, it appears that the Technical 
Institute will soon become a separate College- 
associated entity in its own right and will there­
fore be treated separately.
Currently, the School is offering a four-year 
undergraduate program of study culminating in 
a Bachelor of Science in Engineering degree. 
During the first three years of the program, the 
student studies basic engineering courses. The 
fourth year, the student selects from special 
courses to permit concentration in the area or 
areas of his choice.
In the 1964-65 year period, three graduate 
level courses dealing with Structures were in­
troduced.
Dr. J. Harold Lampe 
Dean of School of Engineering
Mr. Walter H. Bainbridge 
Engineering
D r. G e n n a ro  L . G o g lia
E n g in e e r in g
Dr. Frederick L. Moreadith 
Engineering
M r. E d w a rd  L . W h ite
E n g in e e r in g
Dr. Krishna K. R. Sarma 
Engineering
New Engineering Building
Mr. Jesse T. Hancock, Jr. 
Engineering
Dr. Thomas G. McWilliams 
Engineering
Mr. Yates Stirling, III 
Engineering
Mr. Lermond H. Miller 
Engineering
Evening College
The Evening College has continued to grow 
and expand under the leadership pf Dean Stan­
ley R. Pliska. Besides introducing graduate 
level courses in Engineering and in Physics, 
new college extension programs were inaugu­
rated in 1964 at the Naval Base in Guantanamo, 
Cuba, and aboard the missile Cruiser USS Can­
berra. Courses in both programs are taught by 
officers who hold Masters Degrees.
In addition to offering all undergraduate 
degree courses, the Evening College offers non­
credit and refresher courses for Engineers, 
CPA’s, and others.
Dr. Stanley R. Pliska 
Dean of Evening College
Mr. William C. Pollard Louise P. Bethea Mr. Benjamin F. Clymer Elizabeth S. deBedts
Head Librarian Librarian Reference Librarian Circulation Librarian
“There are many things you can get without going to college, but an 
education isn’t one of them.” — C. S. Sherwood, III
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Left to right: Sandy Dougan, Vice-President; Kay Nance, Secretary; 
Sandra Falls, President; Mary Jo Scullion, Treasurer.Seniors
Now that we, the class of 1965, have reached that 
much desired and well-informed dominion of Seniority, 
we take great pleasure in looking to the future and also 
in remembering. Remember that as juniors we con­
tributed the following statement to the 1964 TROUBA­
DOUR: “With high hopes of a successful forthcoming 
year, this junior class eagerly awaits accomplishment 
of their senior year.” Although we were optimistic in 
our written words, we were also aware that in the last 
stage, a race can be lost or won. And now just one year 
later, it is we who solemnly troop to the fore to receive the fruits of our endeavors; the changing of the tassel 
marks the acceptance of the next challenge to each of us.
Remember the many sparkling social successes that 
marked our move upward from freshmen to senior 
status? As freshmen, many of us considered our first 
college dance as the event of the year. In our second 
year, our largest annual social gathering was at a beach 
party. Always anxious to try something different, we 
organized a two-day carnival in our junior year. Our 
very successful carnival gave many of us the oppor­
tunity to learn of the pitfalls and rewards in staging 
such a large event, and it served as a means for many 
different groups to display their talents. Also as juniors,
we enjoyed entertaining the seniors at a cookout just 
before their graduation. One of the highlights of our 
senior year was our mock Presidential election with 
both Republicans and Democrats excitingly compaign- 
ing at the polls. Remember?
We have seen many memorable events unfold before 
us during our busy days and evenings on the campus. 
Remember that we were charter students at Old Do­
minion when the college separated from William and 
Mary? How could we ever forget the exciting period of 
waiting for our new school name? And how our college 
has grown since the metamorphosis from old to new ^  
the student body, faculty, grounds, and buildings have 
increased at a rapid rate, and with this fast growth, the 
tempo of college activities has mounted and will con­
tinue to do so. We hope it will surpass our highest 
expectations.
Based on our observations and experiences of the 
past few years, we can easily envision the future of 
Old Dominion College and the future of the graduates 
of 1965—fulfilling each aspiration by turning present 
dreams into realities.
Remember all of these things ? May we never forget!
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Senior Class Council
I
1st row: Kate Renn, Sue Layton, Errol Donahue, Gail Smart, Julie Hebrony. 2nd row: Nancy Kain, Lee Lobeck, Jean Marie Grell, Neil McClougin.3rd row: Linda Padgett, Larry Crum, Sandy Dougan, Kay Nance.
I
LINDA ALBERTSON 
BS Sociology
CYRUS A. ALTIMUS 
BS Business Management
PHOTIOS P. ANTHONY 
BS Business Administration
BONNIE D. BAIR 
BA English
GERALD BALONIS 
BS Business Management
MARTHA RAY BEACHAM 
BS Secondary Education
WILLIAM WHEARY BEANE 
BS Business Administration
ROSE ANN BECK 
BS Elementary Education
JUNE E. BELL 
BS Business Education
ANNE BENTON 
BS Elementary Education
BONITA CLARE BILL 
BS Elementary Education
JAMES KELLER BISHOP 
BS Physical Education
BARRIE LYNN BLOCK 
BS Secondary Education
ESTA BLUMENTHAL 
BA English
THOMAS H. BOALS, JR. 
BS Accounting
—
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LOIS KEITH BOHNSACK 
BA History
JOYCE ANNE BONNEVILLE 
BS Elementary Education
GEORGE CLIFFORD BOOCKS 
BA History
CAROL ANN BOSSERMAN 
BS Elementary Education
EARNEST RICHARD BOWLER, III 
BA Business Administration
MILDRED L. BOWMAN 
BS Elementary Education
JAMES W. BOYD, JR.
BS Accounting
PATRICIA ANNE BREWER 
BS Elementary Education
WILLIAM PHILIP BROCKMAN 
BS Psychology
MARVIN BROOKS
JEAN BROWN 
BS Business Education
JERRY T. BROWN 
BS Management
RICHARD L. BROTHERS 
BA History
FRANK J. BUDIK 
BA Accounting
HARRIET BURGER 
BA English
ELMO GEORGE BURMOCK 
BS Finance
LARRY T. BURROUGHS 
BS Management
GAY FLYNN BYRD 
BS English
MIKE C. BYRD 
BS Psychology
MARLEY W. CARTER, JR. 
BS Chemistry
ELIZABETH EARLE CARY 
BA Mathematics
MARJORIE CHRISTIAN CARY 
BS Elementary Education
WILLIAM ROBERT CASTEEN 
BS Accounting
WILKIE W. CHAFFIN 
BA Mathematics
SOPHIE SAYYAS CHRISTIE 
BS Mathematics
LINDA E. CLAVERIE 
BS Elementary Education
WALTER LEE CONNER, JR. 
BA History
LUCIAN B. COX, III 
BS Accounting
MAYON L. COX 
BS Secondary Education
GERALD L. CREWS 
BS Sociology
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JOSEPH SAMUEL CROSS, III 
BS Business Administration
MARTHA ANN CROUCH 
BS Secondary Education
LAWRENCE EDWARD CRUM 
BS Secondary Education
LAWRENCE C. CRUM, JR. 
BA Secondary Education
ROBERT LEON CULPEPPER 
BS Physics
RICHARD E. CUTCHINS 
BS Psychology
DAVID M. DAVIS 
BS Psychology
HOLMES DAVIS 
BS Accounting
LOIS GAIL DAVIS 
BS Psychology
THOMAS DECKER 
BS Psychology
HARRY M. DEMONTMOLLIN 
BA History
CAROLYN F. DENNIS 
BS Biology
BARBARA DILLION 
BS Elementary Education
DONALD LEE DIXON 
BA History
ERROL JOHN DONAHUE 
BS Economics
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SUSANNE FAVILLE 
BS Elementary Education
MARTHA M. DOOLING 
BS Elementary Education
SANDRA L. DOUGAN 
BA History
MARIE H. DOUGLAS 
BS Elementary Education
PAUL L. DOWLING, JR. 
BS Geology
JERRY L. DRYE 
BS Elementary Education
JOHN S. DUROCHER 
BS Business Management
WILLIAM C. EISENBEISS 
BS General Business
WILLIAM FRANKLIN ELLIS 
BS Geology
GERALD IRVING EPNER 
BS Chemistry
JOHN F. ESTES, III 
BS Accounting
ROGER WALTER ESTES 
BS Management
BARBARA H. ETHERIDGE 
BS Elementary Education
JUDY J. EUBANKS 
BA Sociology
CAROL LEIGH EUGLEY 
BS Medical Technology
if
ROBERT W. FENTRESS 
BA Business Management
DIANA LOUISE FINNEY 
BA History
SUSAN B. FLOYD 
BS Elementary Education
JAMES ELLIOTT FORBES 
BS Biology
RICHARD A. FRAIM 
BS Psychology
MARVIN S. FRIEDBERG 
BS Management
JEROME B. FRIEDMAN 
BS Business Management
ROBERT C. FUTRELL 
BA Mathematics
GAIL J. GARDNER 
BA Music
OVAN D. GARDNER, JR.
BS Business Management
CAROLYN S. GARRETT 
BS Elementary Education
ANASTASIA GIANNOUTSOS 
BS Elementary Education
CHARLES NATHAN GLICKMAN 
BA History
LARRY HUNT GOFF 
BS Engineering
JUDY C. GREGORY 
BS Biology
msm
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MARLENE E. GREGORY 
BA History
JEANNE MARIE GRELL 
BS Elementary Education
EDWIN LEIGH GRIFFIN 
BS Physical Education
JAMES MAYO GUY 
BS Business Management
DOROTHY HACKWORTH
ROBERT THOMAS HALBACK 
BS Biology
RAMONA HAMBY 
BA English
ANN L. HARBUCK 
BS Elementary Education
DORA LYNNE HARDEE 
BS Elementary Education
JENNY HARDEN
EDWARD H. HARRELL, JR.
SHIRLEY MARIE HARRELL 
BS Elementary Education
JUDITH ANN HARRIS 
BS Elementary Education
DANIEL H. HAWORTH 
BS Elementary Education
ROBERTA L. HAYDEN 
BS Elementary Education
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JULIE ANNE HEBRONY 
BS Elementary Education
CAROL ANN HELBIG 
BS Business Education
ARTHUR L. HENDERSON 
BA English
MARGARET SUSAN HIBBLE 
BA English
JAMES ROBERT HINES 
BA Music
SANDRA KAY HOLLAND
EDWARD E. HOLLOWAY, JR. 
BA Industrial Arts
DOUGLAS A. HOLLOWELL 
BS Accounting
JAMES A. HOLT 
BA History
JAMES M. HOPE
JOHN C. HUDSON 
BA English
MARY M. HUNTER 
BS Elementary Education
HELEN C. IRVING 
BS Elementary Education
THOMAS W. INGHAM 
BS Business Management
EDNA B. JARVIS 
BS Elementary Education
^  ‘‘ ' . O -  -  '
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LAWRENCE W. JOHNSON 
BS Accounting
CHARLES D. JONES 
BS Accounting
MILTON P. JONES 
BS Pre-Med.
LAYLON W.JORDAN 
BA History
WILLIAM F. JOYNER 
BS General Science
NANCY H. KAIN 
BA English
LIBBIE B. KAPLAN 
BS Elementary Education
JAMES W. KELLER 
BS Accounting'
JOYCE ANN KESSER 
BS Elementary Education
GARY S. KING 
BS Psychology
MARY F. KING 
BS Psychology
VIRGIL RAY KING 
BS Physical Education
GARY E. KNAPP 
BA Music .
MARTHA C. KNECHT 
BS Elementary Education
RICHARD KOLE 
BS Business Management
60
FREDERICK M. KOVNER 
BS Mathematics
JUDITH K. LAND 
BS Secondary Education
SUSANNE M. LAYTON 
BA Sociology
LEVY J. LEBLANC 
BS Elementary Education
ELINOR H. LEWIS 
BS Elementary Education
RUDY LEROY LIVINGSTON 
BS Accounting
MARY C. LLEWELLYN 
BS Psychology
LEE M. LOBECK
NORMAN B. LONGMAN 
BS Business Management
MARY R. MADDUX 
BS Secondary Education
JAMES B. MAJKA 
BS Engineering
ANN H  MANN 
BA History
ALEXSANDRIA MANROV 
BS Biology
BURKE W. MARGULIES 
BA Sociology
SANDRA J. MAYER 
BS Secondary Education
MARY McCALL
DENNIS L. McCURDY 
BS Secondary Education
STEPHEN P. McDANIEL 
BS Psychology
NELL McGLAUGHON 
BS Elementary Education
JUDITH L. McGOWAN 
BS Art
JAMES P. McGROARTY 
BS Psychology
CAROLE A. McMURRY 
BA Sociology
PAMELA A. McSHERLEY 
BS Elementary Education
PLILIP L. MEADOR 
BS Pre-Dental
JOHN J. MEEDER 
BS Elementary Education
HARRY W. MIDGETTE 
BS Secondary Education
JOSEPH K. MOORE 
BS Psychology
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SUSAN L. MORGAN 
BS Elementary Education
REGINALD E. MULLEN 
AAF Architecture
PATRICA K. NANCE 
BA History
PETE C. NICHOLAS 
BA History
EUGENE W. NICHOLLS 
BS Biolpgy
GEORGES J. NITIS 
BS Chemistry
DORIS M. NORWOOD 
BS Elementary Education
EMMA E. ORCUTT 
BS Education
NORMA JEAN ORNOFF 
BS Elementary Education
LINDA G, PADGETT 
BS Psychology
MARY E. PAGUE 
BS Elementary Education
ROBERT A. PATTON 
BS Business Administration
LARRY H. PAUL 
BS Business Administration
CAROL R. PAULETTE 
BS Elementary Education
DORIS W. PAYNE 
BS Education
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HENRY V. PRIVETT 
BS Marketing
NANCY QUINBY 
BS Secondary Education
EDWARD R. RADKE 
BS Business Administration
MARY M. REA 
BS Psychology
KATE H. RENN 
BA History
POLLY H. REYNOLDS 
BA Music
FREDRICK E. PEELE 
BS Business Administration
CHARLES PEFLEY 
BA History
JOYCE F. PERKINS 
BS Elementary Education
BRUCE H. PETERS 
BS Physical Education
STELLA E. PIERCE 
BS Elementary Education
KENNETH R. PLUM 
BA History
JOEL S. POGOLOWITZ 
BS Accounting
KATHERINE POWELL 
BA Sociology
LINDA G. PROCE 
BS Secondary Education
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ANNE RHODES 
BS Secondary Education
LOIS H. RICHARD 
BS Elementary Education
LAWRENCE D. ROBERTS 
BS Secondary Education
CAROL J. ROGERS 
BS Elementary Education
DEAN P. ROGIS 
BS Psychology
EUGENE B. ROTH 
BS Psychology
JANE SAGE 
BS Business Management
PAUL L. SANDLER 
BS Accounting
JAMES E. SANDSTROM 
BA Mathematics
MELVIN E. SAWYER 
BS Chemistry
LUCY A. SCHENKMAN 
BS Psychology
SHIRLEY J. SCHLOSSER 
BS Business Education
RUTH M. SCHNEIDER 
BS Elementary Education
DEANE L. SCOTT 
BS Medical Technology
ELIZABETH D. SCOTT 
BA Mathematics
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MARY JO SCULLION 
BS Physical Education
ROBERT A. SEIFERT 
BS Management
JO ANN SEXTON 
BS Elementary Education
MARY SHEARON
SHARON M. SHIRLEY 
BS Elementary Education
MARTHA SHIRLEY 
BS Elementary Education
ALLAN R. SHURE 
BS Accounting
HELEN SIEGEL 
BS Elementary Education
SHARON R. SMALL 
BS Sociology
GAIL SMART 
BA History
BALDWIN SMITH 
BS Chemistry
ERMA V. SMITH 
BA Music
NELLIE J. SMITH 
BS Elementary Education
WARREN D. SMITH 
BA English
WILLIAM F. SODINI
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JAMES S. SPRATT 
BS Physics
BARBARA J. STAFFORD 
BS Accounting ,
NORMA L. STARK 
BS Secondary Education
■■Hias
PALMER L. STILLMAN 
BS A Ä unting
BARRY M. STOKES 
BS Marketing
* DONALD J. STUMP BS Accounting
AUDREY M. STURGIS 
BS Elementary Education
JOANNE SULAK 
BA English
ANN D. SUTTON 
BS Elementary Education
JAMES T. SUTTON 
BS Finance
DONNA L. TACKENBERG 
BS Business Management
CLAUDE D. TATE 
BA History
LINDA M. TAYLOR 
BA English
WILLIAM D. TAYLOR 
BA History
LOUIS TEMPLE 
BS Industrial Arts
CAROLYN B. TERRAY 
BS Secondary Education
PHILLIP E. THIEM 
BS Accounting
JOYCE A. THOMASSON 
BA English
BRIAN L. TIFFANY 
BA English
RICHARD TORIAN
W. A. TURLINGTON 
BS Mathematics
MILDRED E. UBER 
BS Elementary Education
WILLIAM J. ULLRICH 
BA Musie
CATHERINE G. VICK 
BS Secondary Education
WILLIAM D. VINING 
BS Psychology
NANCY V. WAGNER 
BA Spanish
LEWIS C. WAID, MRS. 
BS Secondary Education
MRS. T. R. WARBURTON 
BS Secondary Education
B. WYATT WARD 
BA History
KENT L. WEATHERSBY 
BS Secondary Education
GARY M. WEBNE 
BS Accounting
ELAINE WERBER 
BS Psychology
POLLY B. WHALEY 
BS Elementary Education
GLENN R. WHEELER 
BA English
JANE WHITE 
BA English
LOUISE M. WHITE 
BS Elementary Education
DALE M. WILLIAMS 
BS Psychology
MARY L. WILLIAMS 
BS Business Management
KENNETH F. WILSON 
BS Secondary Education
n r ;.- g— l SMB
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LEWIS E. WINSTON 
BS Secondary Education
JOHN H. WOOD
CATHERINE E. WOODY 
BS Mathematics
EDWARD E. WORRELL
JOHN R. YOUNG 
BS Business Administration
MARY E. ZOBY 
BS Physical Education
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CLASS OFFICERS: Julie Dwyer, Secretary; Karen Phelps, Treas­urer; Amy Austin, President; Nancy Anderson, Viee President.
For the past three years, the Class of ’66 has 
worked to raise $10,000—the amount required to 
bring” a quality professor to Old Dominion 
Campus. In their freshman year, the Class of ’66 
sponsored Peter, Paul and Mary—followed by 
the Smothers Brothers and by Dave Brubeck 
this year. Let's all support their final effort next 
year to reach their goal of donating a chair to 
Old Dominion.
Juniors
CLASS COUNCIL: First Row: Leigh Lewis, Helen Estes, Gail Lynch. Second Row: Julia Smith, Wendy Heen, Charlotte McGinn, Cookie Williams, Linda Whaley. Third Row: Rudy Reilly, Pat Kennedy, Beth Free.
By the Junior year, exams seem almost( ? ) routine.
Juniors
Nancy Acey 
William Adams 
Mary Addenbrook 
Ray Alexander 
Ray Almond
Nancy Anderson 
George Archibald 
Marie Armistead 
William Ayers 
David Bacharach
Merrill Baines 
Stacey Baines 
Lawton Baker 
Gwen Ballance 
Fred Balmer
Robin Barefield 
Judy Barrett 
Michael Barry 
Francis Bartol 
William Baylor
Donald Bell 
Fletcher Bell 
Stanley Berent 
Linwood Beverly 
Carol Bink
Robert Bishop 
Beth Black 
Glenn Boone 
William Borysewicz 
Russell Brahm
Bill Breedlove 
Edmund Brodie 
Paul Brown 
Johnnie Brown 
Ann Bruno
Samuel Bryant 
William Bryant 
Florence Buckingham 
Joseph Budik 
Robert Bunger 
Bill Burke
Edward Cahoon 
Louis Cappi 
Dean Carroll 
Robert Carter 
Sharon Chauret 
Judy Clark
Butch Clements 
Alton Cofield 
Ilyena Cohen 
Robbie Coleman 
Darrell Collins 
James Coner
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Walter Conner 
Richard Cook 
John Cooke 
Ronald Copley 
Perk Crain
Linda Creekmur 
Robert Craft 
John Crotts 
Frances Curtis 
Glenn Darrow
Theresa Deal 
Robert Deaton 
Chan DeBarry 
Cathy Dennis 
Robert Dennis
David Dole 
Kathy D onion 
Jesse Dun woody 
Julie Dwyer 
Ann Edge
David Edmundson 
Larry Eluto 
Harriet Evans 
Randi Evenson 
Robert Everton 
John Fichter
Henry Flum 
Ronald Flynn 
Anne Foard 
A1 Forrest r 
Lewis Foster 
Charles Foy
Gayle Fraser 
Ian Fraser 
William Frost 
John Galvin 
Harvey Gard 
Gerald Gates
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Judy Hermelin 
Kenneth Hewlett 
Leonard Hiteshaw 
Butch Hodges 
Thomas Hofler
Gene Hoge 
Linda Holland 
Henry Holloman 
Doug Holmes 
Sandra Hopkins
Barbara Hughes 
Dan Hux 
Gary James 
William Jenkins 
Andrea Jensen
Edward Jonès 
Gerald Jones 
Judy Jones 
Paul Jones 
Vance Joyner
Judith Getsug 
Richard Godwin 
Barbara Grape 
James Guidry 
Jay Gwaltney 
Ray Hallman
Tommy Hanson 
Robert Hardison 
Brenda Harrell 
Tom Harrington 
Edward Harris 
James Harrison
Larry Harrison 
Ernest Hazelwood 
Alan Hechtkopt 
Jerry Hefner 
Alfred Henderson 
William Henry
74
John Kaiser 
Irving Kantrowitz 
John Kendall 
Charles King 
Bob Kirkland 
Charles Knapper
Henry Kofner 
Betsy Krilnak 
Elizabeth Lewis 
Leigh Lewis 
Jane Lippincott 
Gail Lynch
Bruce MacSwain 
James Majka 
Mason Mapp 
John Mather 
David McBride 
Virginia McCann
Charlotte McGinn 
Jim Millen 
Dixie Moore 
Victoria Moore 
Barbara Mooreland
Roslyn Morris 
William Mueller 
Wayne Munden 
Gail Murphy 
Leon Musselwhite
Margie Neff 
Betsy Neill 
Francis Neubauer 
Betsy Newman 
Diane Nolte
Bobby Nunn 
Elinor Lewis 
Jim Lemnios 
Irene Lee 
Charles Lammers
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Bruce O’Connell 
Lana Odom 
David Olah 
Linda Oosting 
David Peck
John Peddicord 
David Perry 
Mary Pfundstein 
Karen Phelps 
Linda Phillips
Barry Phipps 
James Pirkle 
Clyde Poarch 
Jim Polick 
William Porter
Pat Psimas 
Sue Reeves 
James Reid 
Rudy Reilly 
Melvin Renn
Nancy Rhyne 
Carolyn Ridgwell 
Janet Risseeuw 
Carol Ritch 
Nancy Robinson 
George Rodeheaver
Robert Rollason 
Ronnie Rountree 
Ocie Russell 
Harvey Savage 
Lam Salyer- 
James Schneider
Howard Seebo 
Earl Self 
Allen Sherman 
Carolyn Shiflet 
Marietta Simpkins 
Frances Slaughter
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Buddy Smith 
Don Smith 
Melvyn Smith 
Thomas Smith 
William Smith
Cecil Spires 
Connie Stylianou 
Charles Styron 
Larry Thomas 
Thomas Thomas
Nelson Tibbitt 
Randy Tompkins 
Charles Vaiden 
Rose Vell'ines 
Nancy Von Elm
Peter Wallio 
Robert Walton 
Jack Ward 
Marie Ward 
Willford Warren
Ed Waters 
Garey Wayne 
Mike Weeks 
Barbara Wegener 
Joy Wenger 
J. C. West
Linda Whaley 
Dick Whitaker 
John Whitaker 
Kenny White 
Willard. Wilkenson 
Barbara Williams
Julia Williams 
Robert Williams 
Cookie Williams 
George Winslow 
Sandra Wishart 
John Woodward
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CLASS OFFICERS: Diane Tuttle, President; Donna Gravely, Secretary; Gayle Fere- bee, Vice President; Pam Black, Treasurer.
Sophomores
CLASS COUNCIL: Top Row: Ray Dezern, Connie Bray, Sarah Willis, Betsy West; Betsy Simmons, Susan Buck, Bob Hogue, Tom Hurt. Bottom Row: Elizabeth Kemper, Wanda Adams, Anne Brockmyer, Pam Black, Diane Tuttle, Donna Gravely, Kathy Steele, Sally Spence, Sharon McManaway.
This season was an active one for the 
Sophomores as they worked to reach a goal 
of $800 for their junior year. Included in 
their activities were three money-making 
projects: two bake sales and a raffle with a 
prize consisting of a $10 certificate to Eljo’s.
The Sophomores also took time out from 
a busy schedule to support their school dur­
ing Homecoming by sponsoring a Homecom­
ing exhibit and nominating one of its mem­
bers to the Homecoming Court.
No matter how hpavy their class load may be, 
Sophomores always seem to find the time to relax.
Sophomores
Charles Abramovitz 
Wanda Adams 
Vicki Anderson 
Barbara Angle 
Michael Ashe 
Bruce Ayers
Shelton Baise 
John Barner 
John Barnes, Jr. 
William Barton, Jr. 
Joanne Basnight 
Ruth Bates
Don Baxter 
Barbara Benson 
Bill Benson 
Pam Black 
Allison Blackwell 
Katheryn Blackwell
Billy Blanchard 
Newell H. Blayton, Jr. 
Helen L. Blum 
Charles Brady 
David Braitsch 
John Branch
Marvin Brangan, Jr. 
Cannie Bray 
Connie Bray 
J. G. Brockenbrough 
Edward L. Brown, Jr. 
John L. Brown
Kathy Brown 
Russell Brown 
Marcia Bryant 
Martin Buckman 
Kenneth Bunch 
Donald Burns
Danny Burton 
David W. Carr 
Doris J. Castleberry 
Brenda Cerza 
Roger H. Urban 
Joseph Clark
Harry S. Coffey, Jr. 
Janet Cole 
Ann M. Coltrane 
Jim Cook
William Combs, Jr. 
Gail Conner
John Coyle 
Amber Cunningham 
Nancy C. Cushing 
Sara Dennis 
Andrea Dorn 
Donald W. Downs
John C. Davenport, Jr. 
Katherine A. Davis 
Thomas H. Dawson 
William E. Day 
William F. Deal 
Jane Dewberry
Raymond J. Dornsy 
Andrew G. Dunn 
Ronald Eskin 
Kathleen Eaton 
Gary L. Everton 
Larry Everton
Cecilia E. Felarca 
Arnold Fowler 
Rosemary Francis 
Francis Frank 
Martin Freedman 
Tom Freeman, Jr.
Robert Gall 
William Garner 
Scott Garrison 
Kenneth R. Gilbert, Ji 
Julius Gostel, Jr.
Tom Greyard
Woodrow Griffin 
Terry Grinnell 
Becky Hahn 
Howard Hall 
Karl Hanson, Jr. 
David Harper
Pamela Harrison 
Judy Hartzell 
Betty Lou Hassell 
Carol A. Hawkins 
Jane Hedgepeth 
Teresa Henderson
Patricia Herbertson 
Bill Hill 
William Hilliard 
Abby Hilton 
Eugene Hinkel 
Ronald Hoel
Sandra Hoffman 
Harry W. Horschler, Jr. 
Dillard Horton 
Mary Ann Howell 
Charles Huffman 
Eddie Hughes
Wayne Hunsucker 
Joseph Huntzinger 
Michael Hurt 
Thomas E. Hurt 
Tommy Inman 
John Jarvis, Jr.
Ruthie Jawalka 
Robert 0. Jenkins 
Fred Jenks 
Jean Jennings 
Jean A. Johnson 
Gill Jones
Herman F. Jones 
Priscilla Jones 
Scott Jones 
Ken Keefe 
Betty King 
Paula Kitterman
Elisabeth 0. Kovner 
Larry Kreiser 
Bill Law 
Mary E. Lawson 
Michael Le Doyen 
Michael Levinson
Carolyn Litchfield 
Richard Lodge 
Henry Love 
Esdras Ben Lubin 
Robert A. Luke 
Dennis Mailhot
Howard Manning 
Margaret J. Marable 
Jeanette Massey 
Henry Matthews 
Lee E. McDaniel 
Chet McGinnis
Gale McGuirt 
Lawrence McKinley 
Sharon McManaway 
John McManye 
Mark McMullen 
Donald Midgette
Donald Miller 
Leander J. Minadakis 
David Minton 
Meredith Misek 
Ida Moon 
Barry Moore
Barbara Morin 
Paul Moses 
Danny Murphy 
William P. Murray 
David L. Mutter 
Charles 0. Nelson, Jr*
Virginia F. Norton 
Stanley Okon 
Mickey O’Konek 
John C. Olsen 
Linda Pantelides 
David M. Parker
Larry Parker 
Ronald Parker 
Lawrence Parlette 
Will Parrish 
Jo Ann Peck 
Joe Perry
Don Petruska 
Dennis Phelps 
Edmond J. Phillips 
Fred Pinkel 
Linda M. Porter 
Kenneth Potter
Linda Powell 
Vernon Price 
David Prine 
Donald B. Prine 
Vincent L. Pritchett 
Elliot D. Pursell
Frederick B. Rankiur 
Paula Rausch 
John R. Ray 
Laura ReDavid 
Ray Reinicke 
Jennie Reynolds
Tommy Rhodes 
Janis Richter 
Mickey Robins 
Dan Robinson 
Mike Sakakini 
Barbara Sappington
Zella Sarvka 
Ron Saunders 
James M. Savacool, Jr. 
Paulette Sawicki 
Susan Scott 
Arthur Schmidt
Vince Screeney 
Dorothy Seeley 
Irving Seidman 
Barry Silver 
Mike Smith 
Richard Smith
Vernon 0. Smith, Jr. 
Don Snyder 
James Spencer 
Rochelle Spooner 
Bruce Stampley 
Thomas F. Steigelmony
Kenneth Streichler 
Ned K. Swartz 
Frank Tatem, Jr. 
Sharon Thom 
Marie Thomas 
Michael K. Thompson
Harriet Tucker 
Van Tunstall 
Harold Turner 
Diane Tuttle 
Sandra Tuttle 
Patricia Tynes
Everett Uzzell 
Wayne G. Veryzer 
Pat Wagner 
Carl Ward 
Russell A. Ward 
Charles Waterfield
James Waterfield 
John Watts 
Suzanne Weaver 
Richard Webb 
David Wells 
Judy White sell
Betty Whitmore 
Richard Whitver 
Irving Williams 
Woodrow Willoughby 
Kenneth F. Wilson 
Margie Wilson
Barbara Winecoff 
James Wise
Sophomore students get their first taste of guiding freshmen during orientation.
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CLASS OFFICERS: Charles Hofheimer, President; Joan Barry, Vice President; Margaret Smith, Secretary; Carol Holey, Treasurer.
Freshmen
This year’s Freshman Class of more than 1,200 students has been very 
active politically and socially.. The esprit de corps which characterizes 
this class is evident everywhere. Many freshmen hold major offices in 
campus clubs. Others have worked to change some of the antiquated rules 
governing the Freshmen voice in student government.
The class revived the Home Coming Rally and held several successful 
social events. This year’s Freshman Class will definitely continue to con­
tribute to the spirit of a growing college.
CLASS COUNCIL: First Row: Joan Skidmore, Paulette Mox, Barbara Smith, Mar­garet Fowler, Kathy Norton. Second Row: George O’Neil, George Cox, Alien Cope, Jeff Krasnow, Linda Lemasters, Sheila Murray, Mike Love, Chip Vogan, Tom Heath. Third Row: Marsha Bartol, Carol Mathews, Marion Steen, Susan Bean, Charlotte Cunningham, Judy Parker, Lyne Eddy, Lynn Baldwin.
Steve Ackies 
Sandi Adams 
Susan Aftel 
Linda Albertson 
Jimmy Alexander 
Ann Allen
Norman Allen 
Marion Alleson 
Barry Almond 
Thomas Alphir 
Daniel Amaken 
James Ambrose
Davila Andelman 
Alfred Anderson 
Bob Anderson 
Charles Anderson 
Mary Andrewlavage 
Richard Angelico
Freshmen
Gary Anyell 
William Archibald 
Jane Armstrong 
James Atkinson 
Kenneth Austin 
Betty Baily
Carroll Bailey 
Ernest Bailey 
Allan Baker 
James Baker 
Pat Baker 
Ronnie Baker
Diane Baldwin 
Edgar Baldwin 
Lynn Baldwin 
Pamela Ball 
James Ballon 
Terry Barco
Danny Barefoot 
Barry Barnes 
Grover Barnes 
Barbara Barnett 
Ann Barron 
John Barrows
Barbara Barry 
Joan Barry 
Lynn Bartlett 
Marsha Bartol 
Hardy Bartron 
Dennis Base
Susan Bean 
Dwight Beddingfield 
Russell Bellamy 
Larry Bennett 
Judy Berg 
Ralph Berlin
Robert Bishop 
Samuel Black 
Georgia Blick 
Steve Blythe 
Jim Bocie 
Toni Bogdanovic
Lou Boggs 
Francis Bondac 
George Bonner 
John Bonner 
Joe Bonnervi'lle 
Terry Booker
Bob Boone 
Donald Borja 
George Bove 
Robert Bowan 
Robert Bowles 
Allan Bowman
Dick Boykin 
Richard Boyse 
Judy Bradshaw 
L. M. Bradshaw 
Charles Brake 
James Brazier
Norman Brien 
Linda Briggs 
James Bright 
Wilson Brown 
Kathy Bruno 
Albert Bryant
Collis Bryant 
Kirby Bryant 
Barry Buchanan 
Suzanne Buckman 
Dorthey Buckley 
Jerry Bueck
Jim Buford 
Anne Burgess 
Tony Burgess 
Robert Burnell 
Mike Burton 
James Bush
Susie Butler 
Douglas Cabell 
Wayne Caffee 
Bill Capey 
Glenn Capps 
Nancy Caracciolo
David Cardillo 
Susan Cardoza 
Dianne Carlson 
Garry Carlton 
Dennis Carter 
John Cassidy
Bill Catesn 
Myrna Cavanah 
James Chadwich 
Linda Chaffin 
Dorthy Chamberlayne 
James Chance
Dianne Chandler 
Dianne Chastum 
Carl Chertofe 
Louis Cherwa 
Jean Chevalier 
Charles Clark
Donald Clark 
Russ Cleveland 
Judy Clifton 
James Cigler 
Kenneth Cohen 
Vivian Cohen
William Colbert 
Linda Compton 
Diane Conrad 
Tim Cook 
Billy Cooper 
Charlene Cooper
Pam Cornett 
Laurence Courtney 
Jackie Covington 
George Credle 
Janice Credle 
Tim Creekmore
Karen Cresswell 
Donna Crosmen 
Gloria Crouss 
Katy Crump 
Ronald Culpepper 
Charlotte Cunningham
Carey Curtis 
Woody Dail 
Kay Daniel 
Kenneth Darnell 
Cathy Darton 
Elvin Dashiell
Louene Davenport 
Diana Davis 
Harry Davis 
Jim Davis 
Leroy Davis 
Linda Davis
Sandra Davis 
Susan Davis 
Linda Day 
Rayna Deafenbaugh 
Ted Dearden 
Randy Deasy
Barbara Debryle 
Katherine Dennis 
Marilyn Dersild 
Salvador Diaz 
Fred Dickenson 
Ed Dickerson
James Dincalci 
Harold Dodge 
Janet Dunning 
Ed Drapery
C. A. Driscoll 
David Drucker
Terry Duffey 
John Dunstan 
Brigitte Duran 
Carol Dyer 
Anne Earnest 
John East
Lynn Eddy 
John Edwards 
Larry Edwards 
Prince Edwards 
Marshall Ellis 
Joe Epstein
Soja Erickson 
Susan Etheridge 
Michael Eubank 
Dottie Euen 
Paul Eure 
Thomas Everett
Tom Fair 
Felix Falkiewicz 
Pat Falletta 
Lawrence Fary' 
Judith Fentress 
John Ferguson
Bill Ferris 
Ginger Ferris 
Harold Fields 
Andrea Finder 
Faye Finkler 
Dennis Firman
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Linda Fisher 
Pat Fleming 
Fred Flint 
Barbara Flowers 
John Floyd 
David Fluker
Bill Follin 
Taylor Ford 
Arthur Foster 
Bart Foster 
Margaret Fowler 
Dorothy Freeman
Alan Frieden 
Sherrie Fritz 
John Frye 
John Fynch 
Robert Gabriel 
John Garrett
William Garrett 
Woodrow Garrett 
Carl Gattuso 
Betsy Gaulter 
Larry Gautreaux 
Carl Gerlach
Oscar Gilbert 
Stan Gimbert 
Barbara Guidice 
Blanche Glickman 
Harold Glines 
Patrica Goalsby
Trudy Godfrey 
Ray Goldman 
Leo Goo 
Elmore Gray 
Thomas Green 
Charles Greene
Ronald Green 
Victor Gregor ' 
Don Guggenheim 
Nancy Gunn 
Chloe Gurkin 
Jack Hagood
Gene Hair 
Robert Haley 
Christine Hall 
Wayne Hall 
John Hamilton 
Bob Hammer
Bill Haney 
Werner Hardam 
Joe Harrell 
Richard Harrell 
Jack Harris 
Roy Harris
1 Tom Harris 
Will Harris 
Wilson Harrison 
Joseph Hart 
Tom Hartnett 
William Harvey
Toni Haskin
Chris Hassett
Bill Hauler i Bill Hawkinson
Toin Heath
Maureen Hechtj
Mike Hechtkopf 
Walter Hedge 
Robin Heflin 
Dorothy Hennigan 
Janet Hight 
Jackie Hill
Glenn Hilton 
Ray Hinton 
Darla Hobbs 
Jim Hodges 
Charles Hofheimer 
Pam Hogue
Dennis Holbrook 
Cafrol Holley 
John Horton 
Steve Houmis 
Don Houston 
David Howell:”;:;?}
Terry Howell 
Brad Hughes 
David Hughes 
Larry Hughes 
Stan Hughson 
Mark Hulings
Ed Huskey 
Carol Ingram 
Robert Jackson 
Mark Jacobson 
David Jenkins 
Don Jenson
Pat Johansen 
Earnest Johnson 
Tom Johnson 
J., C. Jones 
Jill Jones 
Jim Jones
Marjorie Jones 
Tom Jones 
Grace Jordan 
Paul Joyce 
Barbara Joyner 
Richard Joyner
Michael Keenan 
David Keklock 
John Kello 
Mary Kelley 
Joseph Kelly 
Paul Kelly
Frank Kerekes 
Bill Kigerl 
Nancy Kimball 
Tom Kimball 
Gene King 
Rozanne King
Twyla King 
Sylvia Kiostreund 
Joy Kirby 
Joel Kirsch 
Liz Koelenbeek 
Nancy Korycinski
Jeff Krasnow 
Dennis Kuauitz 
Richard Kufner 
Jimmy Lamb 
Jay Lane 
Donald Langston
James Lant 
Kenneth Lanyone 
Cheri La Rue 
Joseph Lassiter 
Melodie Laugerman 
Sarah Lawson
Lemoyne Layton 
Bud Leach 
George Lee 
Reta Leet 
Wayne Leidy 
Virginia Leith
Linda Lemasters 
Susan Lemeshewsky 
Cheryl Levine 
Judith Levy 
Susan Levy 
Deanna Lewis
Errol Lewis 
George Lewis 
Philip Lewis 
Vernon Lewis 
John Lip ton 
Carol Little
Phyllis Llaneza 
James Lock 
Chester Long 
Mike Love 
True Lublin 
Mike Lucas
Tim Ludwig 
Gerald Maddrey 
Carole Magyorosi 
Patricia Maley 
Joy Mallory 
George Marshall
Robert Marshall 
Linda Martin 
Newton Martin 
Carolyn Mathews 
Barbara Maxwell 
Thomas May
Sara McCabe 
Doug McConnell! 
Jim McCrory 
Ron McCuller 
Jeff McCullock 
Edward McGee
Ron McKinley 
Collette McLaughlim 
Tommy McLemore 
Lynn McMillan 
Paula Meare 
Cheryl Meekings
James Meeking 
Cynthia Meyers 
Stephen Miltier 
Jean Millner 
Chick Miokiff 
Gail Mohan
Patricia Moore 
Richard Moore 
Linda Morris 
Margaret Morris 
Paulette Mox 
Ray Moyer
Gloria Muckelroy 
George Muller 
Steven Munson 
Audrey Murphy 
Sheila Murray 
Virginia Murrell
Bruce Nath 
Larry Neagher 
Carol Nevins 
Gwen New 
John Newton 
Clark Nichols
Dennis Nichols 
Helen Nichols 
Edward Noga 
George Norton 
David Norwood 
Sandi Nuzum
David O’Connor 
George Oden 
Thomas O’Grady 
Leslie Oliver 
George O’Neil 
Kent Osborne
Judith Oswald 
Bill Owen 
Elizabeth Owen 
Richard Owens 
Robert Palombo 
Gary Paris
Marguerite Paris- 
Baker Parker 
Doris Parker 
Robert Parker 
Robert Parker 
Ed Parks
Dinah Parr 
Neil Patterson 
Ted Paulin 
Leron Payne 
Joseph Peccia 
Millie Peck
John Phelps 
Sandra Pinson 
Michael Pisy 
Robert Pitman 
Jeanne Polatty 
Jeffrey Pollard
James Pool 
Michael Porter 
Robert Powell 
Tom Powell 
Van Presson 
Peggy Prince ■
William Rapier 
Patricia Rapp 
Jon Ratcliffe 
Anne Reed 
George Rees 
Michael Reid
Leslie Relyea 
Patrica Renn 
John Rhodes 
John Rhodes 
Marla Rice 
Ken Riehardson
Calvin Riddick 
Donald Riddick 
Bill Riggins 
George Rineer 
William Ripley 
Leslie Risher
Patsy Roach 
Bill Robbins 
Carl Robertson 
Dennis Robinson 
Judy Robinson 
Larry Robinson
Hyla Roddenberry 
Irving Rogers 
Roger Rogers 
Rerry Rogis 
Carol Rolston 
Molly Roper
Franklin Rose 
William Rose 
Gay Saget 
Garry Sands 
Anne Satchell 
Roger Saunders
Beecher Sawyer 
Linda Sawyer 
Luise Schaver 
David Schelleto 
Lynn Scherrer 
Linda Schmitt
Charles Schroeder 
John Scollin 
Carolyn Scott 
Lawrence Scurlock 
Paul Seaberg 
Thomas Shanks
John Shulson 
Eddie Shurford 
Richard Siff 
Glenda Silverman 
Hugh Simcoe 
Lynn Simonds ■»
Carolyn Simuson 
David Singletary 
Dottie Sission 
Barbara Smith 
Elaine Smith 
Margaret Smith
Ronald Smith 
Sandra Smith 
Sharon Smith 
Tom Smith 
Thomas Snively 
Mark Synder
Baxter Sohn 
Richard Solomon 
Ernest Sommerfield 
Richard Sorrell 
Reid Spence 
Warren Spencer
Brenda Spiegel 
Cliff Splechal 
Doug Starts 
Charlene Stant 
Sharon Staples 
Nick Star os
Bob Steele 
Marion Steen 
Franklin Stegall 
Jonnie Stephens 
Randall Sterling 
Richard Sterling
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James Sutherland 
Tim Sutherland 
Mary Suthers 
James Swimme 
Donna Talkey 
Alfred Taylor
Michael Taylor 
Cathy Teaford 
Judith Terrell 
Jackie Thomas 
William Thomas 
William Thomas
Pat Tiller 
Sharon Timberlake 
Shirley Timberlake 
June Tomkin 
Sandra Touchette 
Karulynn Travis
-David Troyer 
Becky Turner 
James Turner 
James Turner 
Joanne Tylka 
Michael Ulrich
Cecelia Underwood 
Graham Valentine 
Barent Van Buren 
Paul Verret 
Al Vickeey 
Wade Vidal
Judy Stevenson 
Carolyn Stredler 
James Styles 
Mary Suirlock 
Terry Sullivan 
Robert Surles
Carol Vignoli 
Mike Vrick 
Phillip Waagner 
Herbert Wade 
Marvin Walker 
John Wall
David Walter 
Mary Walter 
Steve Walters 
George Wanbury 
Susan Ward 
Charles Waterfieid
Carolyn Waters 
Dale Watson 
Joyce Webb 
Wayne Webb 
Donna Wells 
John West
Edward White 
Raymond White 
Stephen White 
Peggy Whitehead 
Thelma Whitehurst 
Stan Whitley
Ed Wikel
Charles Wilderman 
Bruce Wilkerson 
Robert Williams 
Rod Williams 
Alwine Willigen
Joan Wilson 
Reid Wimer 
Jim Windley 
Douglas Withus 
Marcella Witkiewicz 
Jeannie Woo
Julie Woo 
Carlton Woodington 
Byron Woods 
Luella Woodyard 
Sandra Wynn 
Dolores Yates
Linda Yates 
Judith Yarbrough 
Jerry Yost 
Durwood Zedd 
Lorraine Zelubowski 
Robert Zimmer
Radiological Students
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Technical Institute
The Technical Institute was established in 1945 as an outgrowth of the 
War Training Program operated by the College during World War II. 
It offers the following programs leading to the Associate in Applied 
Science degree:
Air Conditioning Engineering Technology 
Civil Engineering Technology 
Electronic Engineering Technology 
Engineering Design Technology: 
Architectural Option 
Product Option
Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Nuclear-Electronic Engineering Technology
These programs vary in length from two to two and one-half years.
The Technical Institute was the first to be accrediated by the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools as a special purpose institution. This 
is a category reserved for medical colleges, technical Institutes, art in­
stitutes, theological seminaries and similar specialized colleges.
The Technical Institute is also an affiliate member of the American 
Society for Engineering Education.
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T.L Administration
Edgar A. Kovner 
Director, Technical Institute and 
Instructor in Social Studies
Albert I. Godden
Ass’t Director, Technical Institute and 
Head, Department of 
Civil Engineering Technology
Department Heads
Ramond E. Ferrari Air Conditioning J. Hirst Lederle N uclear-Electronics William G. Pogue Academic William H. Thornton Electronics
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Robert Boiander—AcademicIONSTRATÍ
Allen Cordell—Electronics
Clyde Cox—Electronics
Conrad Festa—English
Justin FitzgeralfffeMath. Soc. Stud,
Leonard Hobbs—Electronics
William James—Design
Samuel Mauck—Design
Faculty
Donald McGee—Automotive Mechanics
Walter Mendenhall—Design
Tracy Nabers—Design
William O’Brien—Mathematics
George Rodeheaver—Air Conditioning
Luther Shipman—Math, Physics
Earle Steele—Air Conditioning
Richard Thompson—Academic
Joseph Tusinski—Electronics
Thomas Williford—Electronics
Jimmy Barnes 
John Bolling 
Robert Brittingham 
William Bullock
Carey Crockett 
Harold Deiter 
Joseph Durbin 
Thomas Ellerbe
Michael Geiger 
Sam Grinels 
Thomas Haywood 
Donald Jett
Ray Knighton 
Al Mattson 
Robert Murrell 
Edward Parsons
Chris Schilt 
Ronald Sharpley 
Carlton Yaffey
Freshmen
Bobby Allen 
Eddy Atkinson 
Chet Bartusiak 
Mike Bayland 
Don Broehm 
Henry Brown
Wayne Buckwater 
Donald Canterbury 
John Carroll 
Leslie Carter 
Marshall Carter 
Frank Caudle
F. Childress 
Evans Cochran 
Eddie Cooper 
Joseph Crosby 
Garry Cullifer 
William Culpepper
Kenneth Danser 
William Dugan 
Thomas Duncan 
John Durant 
Mike Early 
Marshal Ellis
Ray Fee 
Allen Fincher 
Hardy Fink 
Leroy Foreman 
James Fox 
Kenneth Gibson
Thomas Gimbert 
Roger Greear 
A1 Hall
Phillip Hammond 
Raymond Harper 
Robert Hart
Don Hicks 
Fred Hicks 
Carroll Hill 
Clyde Hines 
John Hollaway 
Bob Hudgins
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Freshmen
Edward Irwin 
William Johnson 
John Koontz 
Edward Lane 
Robert Lazarus 
Thomas Levitt
Kenneth Marceron 
David Matthews 
Jerry McKone 
Thomas Meiling 
Frank Minter 
Bennett Mitchell
Harmon Morris 
Loyall Mumby 
Willis Musks 
Bobby Nero 
William Newcombe 
Richard Palmer
Lewis Parks 
James Phelps 
Edward Ransdell 
Russell Reed 
Walter Rees 
Danny Reynolds
Barry Rich 
Aubrey Saunders 
Dave Sendowski 
Charles Shames 
Sheppard Shipo 
Gerald Smith
Elmer Stamm 
Burton Stephans 
Trent Taylor 
Abbollah Tokaloo 
William Topping 
Richard Underdown
Stan Wamsley 
James Weil 
James Woodring 
John Woods 
Curtis Woolard 
Ronald Zypinski
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m
FRATERNITY IS UNITY

Social Fraternal Council
ROW 1: Chris Christie, Judy Jones, Carol Sue Casper, Sandy Dougan, Nancy Kain, Gail Smart, Carlton Yaffie. ROW 2: Rick Morgan, Dick Cutchins, Dean Rogis, Barry Stokes, Jerry Friedman, John Watts (Absent Mike Powell, President).
The Social Fraternal Council consists of one representative from each 
fraternity and sorority on campus. The organization coordinates their 
activities and provides a link of communication between these social 
groups and the administration. The S.F.C. sponsors and administers 
the J.F.K. Memorial Scholarship financed by the fraternities and sorori­
ties at Old Dominion.
The male vice president of the S.F.C. is automatically president of the 
Inter-Fraternal Council. The female vice president is likewise president 
the Panhellenic Council. The Panhellenic Council contains three represent­
atives from each sorority. The Inter-Fraternal Council contains one rep­
resentative from each fraternity. These two groups administer their sepa­
rate rush programs^
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Panhellenic Council
ROW 1: Carol Sue Casper, Gail Smart, Linda Whaley, Julie Hebrony, Sherry Blu­menthal, Mary Rea, Rondi Evanson. ROW 2: Sandy Dougan, Jan Thomas, Sharon Stühlen, Nancy Kain, Diana Finney.
Interfraternal Council
ROW 1: Dick Cutchins, Cris Cristie, Charlton Yaffey, John Watts. ROW 2: Dean Rogis, Sam Grinels, Barry Stokes, Jerry Friedman.
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> Alpha Xi BgUa ^
Alpha XI Delta
What was that, Nancy?
President Sandy signs Rosie’s Pledge-Book
Sandy Dougan—President
Alpha Xi Delta promotes honor in sisterhood, scholastics, and society. Last year it established a National Panhellenic Council to replace the Inter- Sorority Council. In November Alpha Xi Delta placed first academically among national sororities at Old Dominion. On campus, members were elected to Sigma Beta Tau, Executive Council of the Stu­dent Government, Phi Beta Lambda, Student Edu­cation Association, Editor-in-Chief of Troubadour, Prose Editor-in-Chief of Gadfly, and Inter-Religious Club Council. Five members wereliamed among the first fifteen ODC students listed in Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.Social activities included a Christmas Tea with alumnae and an annual Spring Mother-Daughter banquet. A new success is Mistletoe Madness.
A. Jensen—V. Pres. 
A. Sturgis—R. Sec. 
S. Gray—C. Sec.
L. Whaley—Treas.
J . , Ammons 
M. Armstead 
L. Barnes 
C. Bink 
H. Blum
F. Curtis 
N. Cushing 
L. Davis 
T. Deal
B. Grape
J. Hartzell
C. Hawkins
E. Jarvis
B. King 
J. Land
S. Morgan 
G. Murphy 
L. Padgett
L. Price
M. Rea
K. Renn
A. Rhodes
B. Sappington
L. Schenkman 
E. Scott
F. Slaughter 
P. Thayer
P. Tynes
G. Vick
R. Vellines
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Chi Omega
Bonnie leads her girls.
What’s in the pail, Judy?
Bonnie Bill—President
CHI OMEGA
Chi Omega stresses individuality, striving 
to balance intelligence and experience. Proj­
ects included the collection of food for needy 
families at Thanksgiving and the distribu­
tion of gifts to a needy family at Chriatmas.
The social season began with a buffet and 
a dance, “After the Bowl Ball.” In Spring 
Chi Omega held their annual Mother-Daugh­
ter banquet. New pledges were presented to 
campus society at the White Carnation Ball. 
On campus, members were elected to nine of 
twelve student government offices.
S. Borgens—Vice President 
L. Holland—Secretary 
B. Black—Treasurer
K. Nance—Pledge Mistress 
J. Dwyer—Chap. Corr.
M. Staples—Sponsor 
A. Benton
P. Black 
C. Bosserman 
J. Brown 
S. Buck 
S. Burgess
G. Byrd 
G. Ferebee
D. Gravely 
L. Hill 
J. Jones
E. Kemper 
P. Knight 
S. Layton 
J. Lippincott 
D. ReDavid
S. Schlosser
M. Scullion
C. Stylianou 
S. Thom
D. Tuttle
D. Vergakis 
B. Wegener 
B. West 
S. Willis 
D. Wilson
Delta Sigma Lambda
Lois Waid—President
Delta Sigma Lambda receives permanent poss­ession of the Inter-Sorority Scholarship Trophy.
The girls gathered around their sponsor, Dr. Harrell.
Delta Sigma Lambda encourages mature 
women students to complete their education and 
maintain high scholastic standards. The sorority 
is nine years old and is the largest one at ODC.
Each year Delta Sigma Lambda adopts one 
campus and one community project. Last spring 
it gave an automobile to the Prince Edward Free 
School Supervisor and a check to Hughes Library 
for periodicals. This year the sorority established 
a memorial scholarship to tho late Mrs. Glenny 
Burns.
In addition, Delta Sigma Lambda installed first 
aid kits in each building on campus and provided 
hostesses for the MacArthur Memorial. Members 
are received all year and are honored at recep­
tions in the fall and spring. They enjoy an annual 
Christmas party and a joint luncheon with their 
alumnae.
Dr. Ruth Harrell, their sponsor, received the 
Delta Phi Omega’s annual award for exceptional 
service.
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E. Lewis—V. Pres. 
D. Payne—R. Sec. 
I. Gordon—C. Sec.
B. Dillon 
S. Dillon 
M. Doviine 
B. Etheridge 
L. Green
R. Hamby 
R. Irving 
M. King 
D. Norwood 
M. Pague
S. Pierce 
L. Richard 
N. Schmidt 
R. Schneider
T. Warburton
D. Castleberry 
R. Croasdale
Initiation of new members after rush A gift to the Prince Edward free school supervisor
Phi Sigma Sigma
Carol Sue Casper—President
Phi Sigma Sigma was founded in 1913 at Hunter 
College, New York. Chapters have expended to encom­
pass the entire country. Old Dominion is Phi Sigma 
Sigma’s first Virginia Chapter. The sorority encour­
ages friendship, high character, scholarship, and ser­
vice. Phi Sigma was the first sorority on campus to 
collect for a charity, U.N.I.C.E.F.-
“Fifty Years of American Art” was displayed in the 
library during December. A scholarship award was 
presented at Honars Convocation by the sorority. An 
annual fall dance is given with Alpha Epsilon Pi and 
a spring dance is planned. Numerous parties through­
out the year add to the social whirl.
Look at those charming smiles.
That pizza must be good.
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S. Blumenthal 
E. Hirsch 
H. Siegel
J. Hebrony—V. Pres. 
R. Beller—Sec.
L. Stark—Treas.
This happy trio is at the Phi-Sig-AEPi “Boat Smash” The formality of pledge installation , . .Dance.
The beauty of the Rose Ceremony impresses the girls.
m
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VGail Smart—President
In June 1964, Kappa Kappa Kappa pledged Pi 
Beta Phi National Women’s Fraternity, the oldest 
Women’s College fraternity in the country. On 
January 9, 1965, Tri-Kappa was officially in­
stalled as Virginia Delta, the JL09th chapter of 
Pi Beta Phi. Members promote leadership, scho­
lastic achievement, and citizenship. The girls as­
sist the National Philanthropy: a settlement 
school rendering education, health benefits, and 
vocational training to mountain people in Gat- 
linburg, Tennessee.
Pi Beta Phi
Mrs. Owens, Pledge Trainer, speaks to the newly intiatqd chapter.
Virginia Delta’s outstanding pledges.
I
II
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G. Lynch—V. Pres 
K. Phelps—R. Sec. 
J. Hamlin—C. Sec. 
W. Heen—Treas.
W. Adams 
N. Anderson 
B. Bair 
D. Bowles 
F. Buckingham
H. Estes 
J. Edwards
N. Edwards 
J. Farleigh
B. Free
J. Grell 
D. Heard 
P. Kennedy 
B. Lewis
L. Lobeck
B. Martin
C. McGinn
N. McGlaughon 
B. Oast 
S. Powell
B. Santti 
P. Sawicki 
B. Simmons 
J. Smith 
S. Spence
— ■— ■ — as
K. Steel 
S. Stublen
L. Taylor 
J. Thomas
J. Thomasson
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Nancy Kain—President
Virginia Epsilon Sorority promotes Old Domin­
ion in the community, the sorority on campus, 
and sisterhood among the members. The girls 
helped in Orientation Day, collected for Cystic’ 
Fibrosis, and opened the Used Book Exchange, 
which is now jointly run with Alpha Kappa Psi 
Business Fraternity. In October, the sorority held 
its Fall Formal at the Cape Henry Club, Virginia 
Beach. In December, Virginia Epsilon celebrated 
its Tenth Birthday with a dinner and dance. 
Pledges held a Pledge Bake Sale. The year was 
climaxed by the Mother-Daughter Banquet in 
May; new officers and pledges are introduced at 
this time.
Virginia Epsylon
Sophie, it’s hard to write with your eyes closed!
That book must be interesting.
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M. Gregory—Vice President 
E. Kutner—R. Secretary 
S. Mayer—C. Secretary 
E. Cary—Treasurer
J. Gregory 
A. Harbuck 
L. Helterbrow 
S. Kennedy 
L. Porter
The VE girls are entertained Time for Goodnight Ladies
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Alpha Epsilon Pi
Dancing isn’t  hard if you concentrate.
Joyce Ann Kesser, SweetheartHey, haven’t I seen you some place before ?
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In 1963 Pi Teta Chapter was installed as the 
79th national chapter of Alpha Epsilon Pi. The 
fraternity aids members in their social and intel­
lectual development. Last year brothers partici­
pated in the Student Government, the Mace and 
Crown, the Social Fraternity Council, and honor­
ary clubs. One member, Charles Glickman was 
elected to “Who’s Who Among Students in 
American Universities and Colleges.”
Alpha Epsilon Pi held many parties and dances 
this year. It elected its first Sweetheart, Joyce 
Ann Kesser. Members plan to attend the national 
convention in California and remodel their newly 
acquired fraternity house.
Allen Shure—President
D. Bacharach
D. Berger
A. Berkowitz 
H. Caplan 
J. Cohen
H. Coleman 
G. Epner
M. Friedberg 
J. Friedman
C. Glickman
M. Goldstein 
S. Held
I. Kantrowitz
J. Klavans 
M. Levinson
J. Littman
B. Margulies
A. Mizroch
R. Pogach 
J. Pogolowitz
Alpha Tau Omega
Dean Rogis—President
What’s This?
Anybody Seen the Chaperone?
On October 28, 1964, TIGA Fraternity, the oldest fraternity on campus, became a colony of Alpha Tau Omega National Fraternity. TIGA was founded on campus in 1930 by fifteen men. The letters TIGA were chosen to represent Tolerance, Integrity, Gentility, and Abstinence. Among its various social and civic activi­ties, TIGA two major dances, the “Bar-T” and the “T’n’T”. In December TIGA held its second annual Christmas party for the Tidewater Association for Retarded Children, preceded that morning by a Christmas party for the children of Saint Mary’s In­fant Home. TIGA also initiated and heads a drive on campus each spring to collect funds for the Civitan Camp for Retarded Children.
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity-is one of the original Old Line Fraternities; it was founded in Richmond in 1865, by three cadets at V.M.I. They conceived the idea of a college fraternity to bring the North and South closer together following the Civil War.
ATO now has one hundred and twenty-two chapters and two colonies. The Fraternity is best known for pioneering efforts in “Help Week,” replacing the out­moded “Hell Week.” It is also noted for its record in scholarship.
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R. Barrett
R. Brassfield
S. Cockrell
B. Cox
J. Crews
R. Deaton 
R. DeJeen
E. Donahue 
P. Dowling 
W. Ellis
J. Gibson 
L. Goshorn 
R. Hallman
E. Harrell 
T. Johnson
P. Keister 
G. King
L. Martone
M. McMullen 
R. Miller
C. Nelson 
J. Orrell 
R. Parker
B. Peters 
B. Pratt
R. Reed
D. Rogis
T. Sexton
L. Simmons
M. Smith
K. Weathersby 
B. White 
J. White 
W. Wilkinson 
J. Wright
Delta Omega Pm
President: Barry Stokes (R) looks on as Polly Whaley is crowned Miss Playmate.
The Big Red always comes through. What s going on here?
The Gang
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Delta Omega Phi Fraternity was founded in 1937. 
The diamond is its symbol. The escutcheon’s four 
points stand for Brotherhood, Scholarship, Social, and 
Athletics.
Delta won the Academic Trophy the last three years 
and the Intramural Trophy the last five. It held the 
First Annual Powder-Puff Game this year between Chi 
Omega and Pi Beta Phi. Proceeds from the game 
were donated to XJCF. Delta placed first in the Home­
coming Decoration event held by the Student Govern­
ment.In the social realm, Delta held its Seventh Annual 
Playboy Dance at the Golden Key Club; music was by 
Si Zntener’s Orchestra. Delta has thirty nine active 
brothers and fifteen pledges. The house is located at 
1066 West 45th Street.
P. Cote 
G. Darrow 
P. Dodd 
J. Dun woody
F. Edmonds
D. Fraim
B. Homik 
T. Hurt 
J. Ingram
F. Johnson
F. Kilty 
B. Land
J. Law 
R. Lawson 
R. Leddy 
R. Lowrey 
D. Lublin
L. McDaniels
B. Midgette 
J. Moore 
J. Nichols 
V. O’Brian 
J. Rothgery 
H. Staples
B. Stokes 
D. Taylor 
P. Todd
N. Vislocky 
N. Voider 
B. Wilkinson
D. Williams 
R. Wood 
J. Zadell
P. Bell
A. Bevin
L. Boyce
M, Caprio
B. Cherry 
J. Cooke
D. Grissom
B. Hammaker 
R. Harris
C. Hofheimer 
R. Hogue
D. Hollowell
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Imps
i
ESTABLISHED 1930
Bob Fentress—President
There was this big bear . . .
Imps is a social fraternity stressing brother­
hood. In keeping with this ideal, Imps sponsored 
several social events during the season. Last 
summer “Mid-Summer Night’s Scream” was held 
at the Norfolk Boat Club; more than 600 people 
attended. The Sadie Hawkins Day Dance recently 
drew record crowds at the South Norfolk Armory.
What jugs ?
New officers were elected at the beginning of 
the year, and now members are working for a 
new fraternity house. In March Imps will merge 
with the Kappa Alpha Order. J
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J. Barner 
W. Breedlove 
W. Brockman 
B. Conner
G. Consolvo
D. Cutchins
A. Dallavilla 
J. Durocher
B. Eisenbeiss 
B. Fentress
0. Gardner 
L. Goff 
B. Hill 
T. Ingram 
V. King
F. Kovner
C. Kyrus 
S. McDaniel 
R. Murray
P. Nicholas
R. Patton
E. Peele 
V. Privett 
A. Schmidt 
L. Thomas
R. Torian 
J. Ward 
J. West
D. Williams
G. Winston
A. Woods
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Omega Phi Sigma
Hey! I t’s Mine. I Shot It.
House of the Rising Son
David Martell—President
Omega Phi Sigma stresses academics, service 
work, and social activities. It was founded in 
May, 1962, and accepted by the Inter-Fraternal 
Council and Social Fraternal Council of Old 
Dominion College. On February 8, 1965, Omega 
Phi Sigma became a colony of Phi Kappa Tau 
National Fraternity.
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Miss Duckey, 
House Mascot
E. Blanks 
D. Brown 
R. Crow '
P. Flanagan 
D. Haywood
T. Scott 
L. Van 
E. Worrell 
C. Yaffey
D. Jett 
R. King
J. Knighton
K. Kottal 
R. Latham
W. Lee 
M. Little 
J. Lydson 
D. Martell 
F. Moorefield
R. Mullen 
C. Myers 
T. Ragan 
W. Rockefeller 
V. Schlagman
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Pi Kappa Phi
Gamma Beta Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi Fra­
ternity was chartered at Old Dominion in 1964. 
The chapter has twenty-seven brothers.
In September the chapter moved into its new 
house at 352 West Bute Street. The brothers and 
the six pledges repaired the house and have since 
utilized it to broaden the fraternity’s social 
activities.
Members met with general success in athletic 
endeavors; they hope to place special emphasis 
on sports in the future.
Lenny Sharp—President
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So that’s what’s behind the green door.|
D. Braitsch 
S. Bryant 
H. Chalmers 
D. Collins 
L. Crum
D. Dixon 
J, Huntzinger 
W. Jenkins 
J. Majha 
C. McGinnis
P. Meador 
P. Moses 
G. Nicholls 
R. Percefull 
J. Peterson
L. Sharp 
T. Sharpe 
T. Styron 
W. Veryzer 
J. Watts
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Sigma Delta Phi
It’s Party time
Again ?
Rick Morgan—President
Sigma Delta Phi was founded on October 8, 
1958. Its primary concern is scholarship through 
fraternal brotherhood. The fraternity hopes to 
stimulate members’ achievement academically. It 
also provides many social activities for the enter­
tainment of its members.
Don’t look now but where did that Black Rabbit come from?
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T. Calogrides 
J. Chappell 
C. Crockett 
A. Eberly
You wish You were at the head table?
A. Baker 
W. Boyden 
W. Bunting 
G. Calogrides
S. Grinels 
C. Harris 
R. Morgan 
A. Tokaloo
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Tau Kappa Epsilon
Ben Ward
President (far right)
Pi Phi Sigma joined Tau Kappa Epsilon In­
ternational Fraternity on 1964. TKE was founded 
at Illinois Wesleyan University in 1899 and was a 
charter member of the National Inter-Fraternity 
Conference. Since its founding, the fraternity has 
enjoyed a healthy growth; today it is the largest 
Greek letter fraternity in the world, with over 
200 chapters in the United States and Canada. 
TKE’s primary c o n c e r n  is scholarship. The 
brothers also hold many social events throughout 
the year and participate in athletics. They re­
modeled their house during the summer; parties 
are held there.
What’s going on out there?
The Round Table
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W. Adams 
R. Barefield 
G. Bobbitt 
M. Brangan 
R. Bray
L. Burroughs 
W. DeLoatche 
J. Fulmer
J. Gmitter
M. Gwyn
A. Henderson 
A. Henderson 
D. James 
P. Keen 
J. Lemnios
W. McMahon 
P. Merritt 
H. Pully 
V. Tunstall 
L. Thomas
N. Tibbitt 
B. Smith 
W. Smith 
R. Saunders 
B. Ward
TKE’s Party Room
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Theta XI
Theta Xi Fraternity was founded at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York on April 29, 1864.Kappa Lambda Chapter of Theta Xi was originally Virginia Zeta Chapter of Kappa Sigma Kappa National Fraternity which was founded at V.M.I. in 1867. Kap­pa Sigma Kappa and Theta Xi merged in August of 1962, bringing Theta to the O.D.C. campus.Kappa Lambda is the only chapter of Theta Xi in Virginia; however, there are chapters at seventy-five colleges and universities including Northwestern, Uni­versity of Michigan, Georgia Tech, M.I.T., Perdue, U.C.L.A., and Stephens.The Theta Xi house is located at 1215 Debree Ave. The Fall semester officers “ were as follows: Mike Powell, Pres.; Bill Ayers, Vice Pres.; Dick Bro­thers, Treas.; Joe Lassiter, Corr. Sec.; John McLaugh­lin, Scholarship Chairman; Gary Jones, Athletic Di­rector; and Dan Haworth, House Manager.
Theta throws a party.
The Officers
Anne Coltrane, Sweetheart
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f
B. Ayers
H. Bowe 
R. Brothers 
B. Cook 
D. Dole
B. Edwards 
B. Hardison 
D. Haworth 
K. Jacobs 
B. Jenkins
W. Jordan 
J. Lassiter 
D. Mailhot 
J. McLaughlin 
D. Miller
A. Neal 
D. Pollock 
M. Powers
R. Sneed
S. Tuttle
The ODC Fraternities and
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Sororities in Action
H n m■
Ml
mm
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THE DNA MOLECULE IS LIFE 
LIFE IS ORGANIZATION
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© m andations
Student Government 
Association
Beth Black, Bob Deaton, Errol Donahue, Ellen Law, Gay Byrd.
The Student Government Association represents the student body. It 
is composed of Executive, Judicial, and Legislative branches. The Legis­
lative Council regulates student elections; the Executive Council admin­
isters the regulations; the Judicial Council investigates infractions of the 
Honor Code.
Executive Council
1st row: Beth Black, Bob Deaton, Errol Donahue, Ellen Law, Gay Byrd. 2nd row: Virginia Gilliken, Amy Austin, Charles Hofheimer, Andrea Jensen, Gail Smart, Diane Tuttle.
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Legislative Council
Seated: Judjf Skidmore, Betsy Simmons, Bob Deaton, Beth Black, Julie Hebrony, Judy Jones. Standing: Cookie Williams, Charlotte McGinn, Allan Cope, Tom Hurt, Jeff Krasnow, Betsy West, Jeanne Marie Grell, Nell McGlaughon.
Judicial Council
Ann Brockmeyer, Sarah Willis, Liz Kemper, Mary Rea, Marlene Gregory, Felix Fal- kiewitz, Susan Bean, Chip Vogan. Seated: Ellen Law.
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Troubadour
ANDREA JENSEN 
Editor-in-Chief
CAROL BINK 
Features Editor
GEORGE JENSEN 
Freshman Editor
JOHN WALSH 
Freshman Classifier
JAMES LAWRENCE 
Photographer
JAMES HOLOMON 
Draftsman THOMAS THOMAS 
Photographer
LEE HEWLETT 
Organization 
E d ito r And 
LAURA DOZIER 
Typist Are Not Pictured.
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AL MATTSON T . I .  Editor
GEORGE ARCHIBALD 
Sports W riter
DICK BROTHERS 
F ra t. Editor
CAROL SUE CASPER 
Sorority Editor
JULIE HEBRONY 
Sr. Class Editor
GENE PRESSON 
Layout Asst.
Left:
SCOTT GARRISON 
Copy W riter
Right :
FRANK EXNER 
Index W riter
LINDA OOSTING 
Soph. Class Editor
m
KATHY DONLON, Editor-in-Chief 
(March 5, 1965 — June, 1965)
For the first time this year, the MACE and CROWN 
became a weekly paper, with a circulation of 2,000 
copies per issue.
The purpose of the paper is to serve as a medium for 
student activities, students complaint, and faculty 
events.
The MACE and CROWN is the result of the coopera­
tive efforts of its industrious staff.
ED HEWITT, Editor-in-Chief 
(Sept., 1964 — March 5,1965)
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MILES GYWN, Associate Editor 
(Sept., 1964 — March 5, 1965)
THOMAS THOMAS, Photographer
GENE RICHARDSON, Columnist
Chr ¿fflarr anh Crown
Old Dominion College 
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
KATHLEEN M. DONLON Editor-in-Chief CHARLES FALLS Executive Editor
LINDA DRAKE Business Manager GENE HOGE News EditorEILEEN METHENY News Editor 
NEWTON MARTIN Sports Editor 
GENE RICHARDSON Columnist
HARRIETTS SPARKS Feature Editor
SIDNEY GODWIN Editorial CartoonistM EM BER
STAFF MEMBERS: James Fulmer, Douglas Guidry, George Archibald Kyki Giannoutsus
GENE HOGE, News Editor
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1st row: Dr. L. D. Peterson, Advisor; Nancy Rhine, Associate Editor; Linda Na- kanishi, Business Manager; Arthur Henderson, Editor-in-Chief; Russel Turner, As­sociate. 2nd row: Susan Waller, Esta Blumenthal, Martha Diehl, Roslyn Morris, Karen Lamaureux, Bonnie Bair, Joyce Thommasson, Kathy Donlon. 3rd row: Carol Eason, Warren Smith, Gail Rhoads, Rose Marie Vellines, Barrow Cyrus, Doug Gridry, Sylvia McGillen, Nancy Kain.
the Gadfly
This three-year-old publication allows students to present their poetry, 
fiction, essays, and artwork to the scrutiny of others. Supported by those 
who purchase copies, the Gadfly received forty works of prose and over 
a hundred poems for the Fall 1964 issue.
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Art and Esta discuss layout of 
forthcoming issue.
Art and staff discuss cover design.
Martha and Art examine budget 
for next publication.
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Honor Court
Seated: Carol Glassman, Susan Buck, Margaret Fowler, Ellen Law, Carol Sue Casper, Johnnie Brown. Standing: George O’Neal, Tink Wilkinson, George Cox, Kathy Steele, Sally Spena.
Delta Phi Omega
From Left to Right: Wayne Jordan; James Keller; Nancy Kain; Beverly Thomas; Carol Butts, Pres.; Mrs. Emily Apelt; Gail Rhoads; Charles Glickman.
Delta Phi Omega encourages scholastic endeavor and gives recognition to 
outstanding scholastic achievement. The society is limited to juniors and 
seniors with a 2.5 average or better.
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Sigma Beta Tau
Mary Jo Scullion; Kay Nance; Beth Black; James Keller; Dr. Whitehurst, Sponsor; Gail Smart; Sandra Douglas; Mary Rea.
Sigma Beta Tau promotes leadership among students and serves as a 
liaison between students and the administration. It is an honorary society 
for students with outstanding leadership ability. Membership is limited to 
ten; to qualify, students must have held major offices on campus.Phi Alpha Theta
1st row: E. Patterson; Zelda Silverman; Virginia Day; Lois Bahnsack, Treas.; Doris Knox. 2nd row: Nancy Cuthbert; Dean Tate; Bridget Janus; Gail Smart; Mary F. Cur­tis. 3rd row: Dr. D. Johnson, Advisor; Thomas King; Charles JL Brown; Gale Matheny; Louis Frayser; William ."Carson; 4th row: Robert Bunger; Charles Glickman, Pres.; Peter Goodwin; Clifford^Boocks^ Nelson Fee.
The honorary society, Phi Alpha Theta, is composed of both graduates 
and undergraduates; it promotes scholarship and intellectual interest in 
history.
Placement Board
Seated: Baldwin Smith, A.C.S.; Linda Taylor, English Club; Suzanne Schultz, Phys. Ed. Club; Andrea Jensen, Editor-in-chief Troubadour; James Spratt, Physics Club; Norman Longman, Management.
Standing: Errol Donahue, Pres. Student Gov’t.; John Estes, A.K. Psi; Ron Flynn, Engineers Club.
Speech and Hearing Center
The Speech and Hearing Center works 
to correct speech and hearing difficul­
ties among members of the community. 
Since such difficulties constitute occu­
pational handicaps, their amelioration is 
of economic as well as humanitarian sig­
nificance. The Center conforms to the 
professional standards set down by the 
American Speech and Hearing Associa­
tion.
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The Student Education Association is the collegiate subsidiary of the National Education Association. The organization helps each ^student ma­joring in Education develop a professional attitude toward his future ca­reer; membership is limited to juniors and seniors in the field. The Student Education Association acquaints its members and the residents of the Tide­water area with aspects of education.
Student Education Association
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Phi Beta Lambda
1st row: Prof. John DeLeeuw; Prof. Jack Nickson; Prof. Rose­mary Maclellani Barbara Stafford; Prof. Raymond Strang- ways, Faculty Sponsor; Dave Buffington, President. 2nd row: Nelson Tibbett, Sergeant-at-Arms; Bob Patton; Rick Bowler;
Bob Newman; Larry Johnson, Vice President. 3rd row: Bob Lusk, Jerry MacCiibhin, Pete Guy, Bill Eisenbeiss, Bob Henderson. Absent: Pam Harrison, Secretary-Treasurer.
Economics Club
Phi Beta Lambda Professional 
Business Fraternity was organized 
at Old Dominion College by Mr. 
Earl Bracey. The fraternity motto 
is “Upward and Onward Through 
Phi Beta Lambda.”
1st row: Carolyn Litchfield, Carol Helbig, June Wilkins, Irene Lee. 2nd row: Donna Tackenberg, Sara Dennis, Linda Whaley, Jackie Covington, Pat Tynes. 3rd row: Beverly King, Nancy Robinson, Marie Armistead, Evelyn Wilkins, Gerald Bal- onis. 4th row: Don Page, George Lewis, Mr. Earl Bracey, Sponsor.
Physical Education Majors’ Club
Officers—Peggy Barclay, Cor. Sec.; Johnny Cooke, Pres.; Sharon Burkhart, Rec. Sec.; A1 Boyd, Treas. Absent: Richard Harris, V. Pres.
The Physical Education Majors’ Club offers students the opportunity to share a common interest. Attention is directed to isometric exercises, new literature, and significant ideas in physical education.
American Institute of Physics
Edmond Easter, James Spalding, Mervin Hillard, James Spratt, Earl Oyer, Bob Culpepper.
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Pre-Medical—Pre- Dental Club
Jim Forbes, Pres.; Gene Nieholls, V. Pres.; Robbie Larry Isrow, Publicity Chairman; Gary Pridgen, Proj- Coleman, Sec. Treas.; Bill Jenkins, Sec. Chairman; ect Chairman.
The PMD Club is an organization for students pursuing goals in medi­cine and allied fields. The Club communicates with the medical profession. Trips, films, and lectures help members gain a new perspective in future 
studies. Engineering Club
1st row: R. Flynn, President; F. Hayslett; J. Polick; L. Harrison; R. Barefield; D. Braitsch, Treas.; M. Barry; J. Perry; F. Johnson; W. Smith; L. Mussel- white; C. Pesnicak; L. Harrison. 2nd row: Mr. Beck, Sponsor; ! .  Guille; W. Metts; J. H e fn e r;^  Whiddon,
Sec.; F. Bowen; E. Draper; A. Forrest, V. Pres.; L. Edwards; J. Cigler. 3rd row: G. Olsen; F. Nilsson; G. Winslow; J. Clark; D. Adams; P. Moses; W. Combs; J. Moyer; C. Vetrono; M. Becker; L. Scates; E. Lewis.
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1st row: Carolyn Litchfield, President. 2nd row: Bill Peyton Miller, Parliamentarian. 3rd row: Advisors, Day, V. Pres.; Linda Fisher, Sec..; Joe Oliver, Treas.; Carroll B. Coakley, David Whitaker, Charles Duff.
Merchandising Club
The Merchandising Club prepares members to 
lead in fields of marketing and distribution. It 
was the first club in Virginia to join the Dis- 
ributive Education Clubs of America on the post­
secondary level. During the past year, they parti­
cipated in both State and National Leadership 
Conferences in Roanoke and Chicago. The unique 
“early bird” breakfast meetings allow members to 
hear from various speakers in business.
President Carolyn Lichfield discusses fash­ion show plans with Linda Fisher and An­drea Finder.
Chairman Jim Lang tells record breaking salesman, Betty Bailey, to sell even more candy.
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Industrial Arts Club
The Industrial Arts Club hopes to widen In­
dustrial Arts students’ academic experience and 
promote the Industrial Arts Program at the Col­
lege. It is composed of students enrolled in or 
having completed work in any Industrial Arts 
subject. Current membership is twenty-six. 
Meetings are held the first Thursday of each 
month. The Club is actively affiliated with the 
American Industrial Arts Association, and each 
Club member is a student member of the AIAA.
On October 11, the members of District L of 
the Virginia Education Association were guests 
of the Industrial Arts Club at an informal coffee 
hour held in the lounge and planning laboratory 
of the Industrial Arts Building. Club members 
had the opportunity to meet Industrial Arts 
teachers from the Tidewater area and to ex­
change ideas. VEA members then visited the 
Industrial Arts lab for a look at our latest in 
school lab machines and practices.
The social highlights of the current semester 
was the banquet and ladies night, held at the 
West Norfolk Yacht Club. In addition to the 
wives and dates of the members, Dr. Franklin 
Ross Jones, Dean of the School of Education, 
and Mrs. Jones were guests of the'Club.
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Debate Team
Professor Medley (seated at center) discusses plans for the 1964-65 debate season with (from left) Ed Alley, Jeff Krasnow, Bill Bright, and Bob Kirkland.
The Debate Team is sponsored by the Speech Department for students interested in improving their speaking ability and argumentative skills» During the year, the team traveled to Pennsylvania, New York, and North Carolina to compete with colleges from the Eastern half of the country. The debaters also conducted a High School Debate Workshop and High School and Inter-collegiate Tournaments.
Bill Bright Ed Alley Jeff Krasnow
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Alpha Kappa Psi
Alpha Kappa Psi trains members to observe high 
ideals in business. It encourages research in com­
merce, accounts, and finance. Membership develops 
leadership, organization, and public speaking ability. 
The need to cooperate in achieving set objectives is 
stressed. Each year chapters may delegate honorary 
membership to -prominent individuals.
There are over 52,000 alumni in 131 chapters. The 
Alpha Kappa Psi Student Loan Fund aids junior,
senior, or graduate students needing financial help 
to complete their degree. The Diary, a quarterly 
magazine, treats fraternal, educational, and busi­
ness subjects. An award is made periodically to a 
business firm or organization rendering outstand­
ing service to higher education. Alpha Kappa Psi 
conducts national research surveys on educational 
and business subjects. National Conventions are held 
every three years to exchange ideas and adopt 
legislation.
Seated: Allen Sherman, Jim Keller; Faculty members: W. H. Patterson, Dr. Arthur, W. Belote, Dr. Stephen, P. Shas, Whitney A. Chamberlain. Row 1: Jerry Maccubbin, Willard Robins, Sterling Olds, William Burns, Larry Paul, Phillip Thîêm, Charles Jones, William Beane, Clay­ton Davis, William Henry, Harry Wilkinson. Row 2: James Boyd, David Edmondson, H. Mercer Davis, Rufus
Morris, James Guy, James Snipes, Charles Vaiden, Fred Bates, John Estes, Nelson Tibbitt, John Stafford. Row 3: Geroge Burmock, James Sutton, Barry Ashburn, Paul Jones, Roger Estes, James Chappell, Jerry Brown, Don­ald Jones, Ralph Steger, Teddy Ryan, Robert Siefert, William Dudley, Ronald Tolstedt, Benn Richels.
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Football heightens ;f|ub determination and drive.
16/
Young Democrats’ Club
Charles Pefley, President
The Young Democrats’ Club meets to inform college students in politics 
and to train future political leaders. It works to insure effective student 
participation in Democratic activities. The club is the largest in the 
school; debates, parties, political rallies,, and lectures are regular events. 
Fifty delegates attended the State convention in March.
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Democratic members at large
Democratic Club members welcome visiting dignitaries Lady Bird Johnson and Sidney Kellam.
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Folk Music Club
Sociology Club
Row 1; L-R: Joy Wenger, Judy Eubanks (TreasurerW: dent). Row 2: Deborah Daughtery, Cecil Spires, CarolSuzanne Layton (Secretary), Mary Sue Ballancepllinda McMurry, Mr. Saunders (Sponsor).Nakanishe (Vice President), Benny Kendrick (PresL
Front Row, L-R: Bernie Barnette, Amber Cunningham, Barbara Moreland, Mary Ellen Wilkerson. 2nd row: Mike Reid, David Shirk, Rick Blythe, Charles Verschoor. Last row: Jerry Hackett, Douglas Bartron, Mr. Abbott, Alvah Wilder, Joe Mullen.
The Folk Music Club permits enthusiastic 
students to participate in the creation and per­
formance of folk music. The sponsors plan to 
produce a variety show this spring to allow 
club members to convey their musical spirit. 
Efforts are made by the club to encourage the 
personal appearances of folk artists in Tide­
water.
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Young Republicans
The Old Dominion Young Republican Club allows 
young people to engage in an active political pro­
gram. They can develop their political knowledge 
and become more effective citizens. The club philoso­
phy rests on basic Republican principles of individual 
liberty and limited but effective government.
The group is active in Republican programs. Mem­
bers are presently engaged in a far-reaching venture: 
MORE, a Mobilization of Republican Enterprise. 
They recently participated in a training program 
supervised by Ray Humphreys, education director 
of the Republican National Committee in Washing­
ton. MORE will attempt to coordinate Republicans 
in Virginia’s 2016 precincts. The club will also at­
tend the State Convention in March.
Meetings are held weekly; speakers or educa­
tional programs are featured every first and third 
week. William W. Beane, Founder
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Circle K Club
Circle K is a service organization spon­
sored by a local Kiwanis Club. Members are 
instrumental in administrative assistance, 
campus publications, and community proj­
ects for the underprivileged and handicapped.
Left to right, A. L. Bryant, Dr. Munyan, Jay Dunn, John Watts, Capt. Denny, Butch Hodges, Terry Booker, Wayne Martin, Bill Nock, John Frye, George Winslow.
Officers, Left to right, George Winslow, Sec., Butch Hodges, Pres., Jay Dunn, Dist. Lt. Gov., John Watts, Treas., Wayne Martin, Reporter.
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Rifle and Pistol Club
The Rifle and Pistol Club was formed 
in the school year 1962-63 to promote 
fellowship among campus gun lovers. 
Meetings are held at the Lafayette Yacht 
Club Rifle and Pistol Range. The club at­
tends intercollegiate and other .22 caliber 
rifle matches. Members must be regis­
tered with the National Rifle Association 
of America. The boys sponsored an Open 
Outdoor Smallbore Rifle Match in Septem­
ber, 1964.
Warren Smith, Pres., Lee Gallup, Vice Pres., Tommy Kimball, Carter Osman, Sec., Thomas W. Thomas, Pat Vandevender.
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English Club
1st row: Martha Diehl, Karen Lamoureux, Kathy Donlon, Joyce Thomasson, Esta Blumenthal. 2nd row: Advisor Dr. Stephenson, Russell Turner, Doug Guidry, Barrow Cyrus, Art
Henderson, Rosylen Morris, Julia Williams, Rose Marie Vellines, Warren Smith, Carol Eason.
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'The English Club was founded in 
1962 for students with an interest in 
literature. The Club sponsors lectures, 
recordings, plays, trips, and discus­
sions on literature and related fields.
Officers, left to right: Warren Smith, Treas.; Arthur L. Henderson, Pres.; Joyce Thomasson, Sec.; Douglas Guidry, Vice Pres.
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Student Wives Club
The Student Wives Club furthers the cultural and social interests of married students. Guest speakers discuss a wide range of subjects. Social activities include two annual parties: a Christmas party and a beach party in the late Spring. The Club sponsors the P.H.T. Degree — Putting Hubby Through — award to wives of graduating seniors.
Alumni Association
Presentation of the 1964 DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD by President Webb to Roy B. Martin, Jr., Mayor of the City of Norfolk. This award is given annually in recognition of outstanding service to the College, community, State, nation or mankind, or for outstanding accomplishment in one’s own profession, in human relations, in science or in technology, or similar areas.
Officers: 1964-1965: Jack W. Mace ’@1, Vice Pres.; Barbara B. Craig ’57, Treas.; Donald E. Wirt ’60, Vice Pres.; Jean Holloman ’56, Vice Pres.; Shannon T. Mason, Jr., ’59, Presi­dent.
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Sailing Club
The Sailing Club fosters an educational 
approach to pleasure sailing. Training is 
empirical as well as academic, and lectures 
are given by experienced members.
The Club triumphed in the Southern 
Atlantic Intercollegiate Racing Associa­
tion and attended the National East Coast 
Championships.
Old Dominion Divers
1st row: Lucille Portlock; Pat Psimas; Sarah Dickey; Lary Goff; Sammy Delaura; Ron Malone. 2nd row: Dr. Bottino, Sponsor; Ira Kaufis; Unidentified: Glenn Boone. 3rd row: Tom Thomas, John McHone, George Greene, Bill Smith.
Thé Old Dominion Divers assist the 
Biology Department in the collection of 
marine specimens. Each member takes a 
Y.M.C.A. training course to learn the fun­
damentals of diving. Access is given to the 
Marine Laboratory, and the College’s boat 
is also utilized. Members gain diving ex­
perience in specified club dives.
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Athletic Association
Mr. Haslet, Mr. Willsey, Dr. Pugh, Mr. Metheny,
Inter-Collegiate Forum
Seated: Curtis Brooks, Maury Riganto, Dr. Eddy Myers, Donald Griffin. Standing: Buddy Davis, Dr. A. L. Martone, Billy Martin, Leonard Fisher.
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Inter-Religious Council
1st Row: Edward Laskin, Treas.; Judy Barrett, V. Pres.; Mueller, Frances Slaughter, Rev. J. W. Inge. 3rd row:Virginia Gillikin, Pres.; Roslyn Morris, Sec. 2nd row: Jim Snipes, George O’Neil, David Norwood, George Win-Anne Foard, Carol Helbig, Sharon Timberlake, William slow, Rev. William Bonner.
The Inter-Religious Council promotes brotherhood, religious growth, and spiritual development on campus. It provides an organized program of religious work, sponsoring Religious Emphasis Week at ODC each year (May 3 - 7 ) .
Christian Science Organization
Rod Greer; Julie Wood; Virginia Gillikin Sec., Treas., Past Pres.; Julie Walker; David Norwood, Pres.
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1st row: Jim Snipes, Ralph Steger, Jim Adkinson, Willie Bryant, Billy Law. 2nd row: Mary Addenbrook, Beverly Thomas, June Tompkins, Helen Blum, Kay Ellis, Pat Brewer, Carol Holley. 3rd row: Sharon Smith, Susan Cordoza, Carol
Simerson, Carol Scott, Laura Dozier, Judy Terrell, Carolyn Shiflet, Sue Cathey, Sylvia Bedsole. 4th row: Sharon Timber- lake, Barbara Bailey, Bob Hetherington, A1 Spence, A1 Vick­ery, Ed Phillips, Bryan Tiffany, Rev. Bill Bonner.
Baptist Student Union
The Baptist Student Union ministers to spiritual needs of Baptist stu­
dents at O.D.C, It strives to implement spiritual growth and fellowship. 
The organization is open to anyone who wishes to participate.
Officers for this year are: President, Jim Snipes; Vice Presidents, 
Willie Bryant and Beverly Thomas; Secretaries, Betty Lou Haskel and 
Mary Addenbrook; Treasurer, Billy Law. There is a full-time director, 
Rev. William Bonner, who is available to serve the students.
Canterbury Club
Newman Apostolate
Canterbury Club is a religious or­
ganization sponsored by the Episcopal 
Church; members meet at Canterbury 
House, 1072 West 48th Street. Proj­
ects included house remodeling and 
East Ghent welfare work.
1st row: Mary Ford, Supan Mullen, Beverly McElhaney, Pat Herbertson. 2nd row: Molly Rober, Judy Parrish, Susan Downing, Ralph McElhaney. 3rd row: John Holloway, Ed Camp, Shirley Montgomery, John West. 4th row: John Lamond, Randy Sterling, Dan Pollock, Rev. William R. Martin.
The Newman Apostolate seeks to provide spiritual and intellectual stimuli to Catholic collegians. Under Rev. Anthony Warner’s guidance, members sponsor study days and an annual retreat.
The present officers are: William Mueller, President; Hubert Wade, Vice President; Betsy Kutnak, Recording Secretary; Barbara Maxwell, Corresponding Secretary; Timothy Creekmore, Treasurer. Sponsor is Mr. F. Wilderman of the Physics Department.
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Hillel Club
1st row: Roslyn Morris, Harriet Burger, Eleanor Burger, Mark Snyder. 2nd row: Edward Laäkin, Arthur Horwitz, Irving Kantrowitz, Fred Pinkel, Martin Freedman.
The Hillel Club serves Jewish college stu­
dents. Programs include interfaith meetings, 
open and panel discussions, trips to Hillel 
chapters, and guest speakers. The Club hopes 
to provide religioiis, social, and cultural up­
lift for members. It is sponsored by the 
B’Nai Brith Men (and women) of Norfolk.
Officers: Irving Kantrowitz, Secretary; MartinFreedman, Treasurer; Roslyn Morris, President; Ed­ward Laskin, Vice President.
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Wesley Foundation
The Wesley Foundation represents the 
campus ministry of the Methodist Church. 
It helps students mature in the Christian 
faith as they grow intellectually. Members 
participate in the state-wide Methodist Stu­
dent Movement of the National Student 
Christian Federation. Delegates have been 
sent to three State conferences this year, in­
cluding the Model United National Assem­
bly at Ferrum, Fall All-State and Massanetta, 
and Spring All-State at Camp Weyanake. The 
Rev. John Wesley Inge is serving his fifth  
year as Director of the Wesley Foundation.
At National MSM Conference, Lincoln, Nebraska
■ r
Orchesis
«
Dorinda Abbott, Mary Zoby, Jeanne Grell, Barrie Oast, Mary Zontini, Rozanne King.
Old Dominion 
College Band
Orchesis is a national modern 
dance organization created for the 
development of interpretive dance. 
Through careful study and dili­
gent work, the Orchesis members 
choreograph dances from their 
own selection of music.
Officers for this year were 
Mary Elizabeth Zoby, President; 
Marianne H. Hood, Vice Presi­
dent-Treasurer ; and Jeanne Marie 
Grell, Secretary. The group is 
sponsored by Miss Natalie Ethe­
ridge, dance instructor of the 
Physical Education Department.
Harold G. Hawn 
Director
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Opera Workshop
The Opera Workshop studies all aspects of opera production through research and demonstration. From standard and contemporary opera repertoire and musical comedies, selected scenes and chamber operas are studied. Extensive research is done for each work on the basis of historical architectural
designs, authentic costumes, and mores of the peo­ple. Students prepare and study scenic designs, set models, costumes and properties, lighting colors and designs, character study, make-up, dramatic stage movements, musical styles and analyses, singing and performance styles, and direction procedures.
O.D.C. Theater
The O.D.C. Theater creates a center for worth­while theater activity. To implement its aims, the auditorium in the Old Academic Building was com­pletely renovated. Two major productions, Pinter’s
The Birthday P arty  and Strindberg’s Easter, were presented and supplemented by student-directed one-act plays.
BBS
Sigma Alpha Iota
Sigma Alpha Iota, a national music fraternity 
for women, is composed of music students and 
musicians. The purpose of this organization is 
to promote and support the performance of bet­
ter music both on campus and throughout the 
area.
This aim is accomplished through S.A.I.’s 
various musical functions; the most notable is 
the annual concert of American music in which 
the students perform works of both nationally 
known American composers and student com­
posers on the O.D.C. campus.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Front row: John Pond, Jr.; Richard F. Daughtery, Jr.; Her­bert E. Watson; James R. Hines; S. Eliot Breneiser, Profess­or. Back row: Robért F. Young, Professor; Harold G. Hawn,
Professor; John M. Levick, Jr.; Allan Owen, Professor; James A. Gallatin; C. Arthur Nalls III; Michael S. Thomas.
\ 8.6
Chorus
1st row (seated) L. Martin, B. Bordner, L. Eddy, M. Howell, G. Gustavson, C. Kouzi, S. Staples, P. Herbertson, D. Parr, L. Baldwin, D. Gravely, L, Croft, C. Ehrenworth, S. Franklin, G. Saget, P. Harrison. 2nd row: V. Gillikin, M. Andrewlavage, J. Parker, J. Meyers, J. Robinson, B. Hassell, L. Davis, C. Meek- ins, N. Korycinski, J. Hermelin, J. Terrell, L. Dozier, S. Reeves, M. Lawson, L. Sawyer, C. Mowbray, B. Pitt, M. Steen, S. McManaway, C. Schneider. 3rd row: M. Hecht, M. Suthers, J. Long, M. Ryker, M. Cone, B. West, S. Fritz, B. Nuckolls, L.
Lemasters, L. Williams, B. Angle, A. Mark, P. Whitside, C. Claude, V. Norton, M. Walker, D. Sanderlin, D. Smith. 4th row: J. Rhodes, J. Gallatin, C. Vaden, D. Downs, J. Sammons, W. Howcott, R. Hetherington, H. Marriett, E. Laskin, H. Barnes, J. Marshall, W. Cowart, F. Tatern, B. Law, A. Bow­man, V. Screeney, C. Higgins. 5th row: A. White, C. Goodwin, J. Lassiter, C. Thatch, W. McClanahan, D. Prine, H. Jones, A. Taylor, L. Ward, T. Thomas, J. Pirkle, D. Hughes, A. Nalls, D. Withers, C. Austin.
Madrigal Singers
1st row: Lana Odom, Ven Acson, Virginia Poules, Charlotte Claude, Martha Diehl, Barbara Angle. 2nd row: James Gallatin, Clinton Thatch, Louis Love,
Lester Ward, Herbert Watson, Director Eliot Bren eiser. Absent: Linda Thornton, Gary Knapp.
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Where shall you seek beauty, and how shall you find her, unless she herself be your way and your guide? —Kahil Gibran 
The Prophet

JOHN FOSTER WEST
Place of Honor
John Foster West came to Old Dominion College in 1958 as a professor 
of English with great interests in creative writing and journalism, both 
for his students and himself. For the past six years, he has been Faculty 
Advisor for student publications, and when Old Dominion College sepa­
rated from the College of William and Mary, it was Professor West who 
was chairman of the committee that selected the names THE TROUBA­
DOUR and The Mace and Crown. He chose the mace and crown symbols 
and personally contracted an artist to draw them: the mace, only one of 
its type in our country, representing the City -of Norfolk which received 
it as a gift from the British, and the crown depicting our past relation­
ship to the College of William and Mary. These symbols are indicative 
of Professor West’s interest in establishing the college’s heritage and 
traditions.
Until Mr. West entered the University of North Carolina as a student, 
he lived in Wilkes County, North Carolina, twenty miles from the nearest 
small town. This environment among the folk of the remote rolling foot­
hills proved a boon to his creative talent, for while still a teenager he 
penned two novels. His perception and knowledge of the folklore, lan­
guage, and dialect of the North Carolina hill people appear in his 1965 
novel TIME WAS published by Random House. TIME WAS and its 
author have been highly praised by literary critics such as playwright 
Paul Green, columnist Harry Golden, and publisher Bennett Cerf. Among 
Mr. West’s other literary accomplishments, he is a poet who has read his 
works in THE ATLANTIC, LYRIC, and other magazines and has had 
his verses collected in “up ego.”
Not only because of his national acclaim will his name remain in the 
history of Old Dominion College; the name John Foster West will live 
forever in our campus histories for it was he who composed the lyrics 
of our Alma Mater which ends with
Old Dominion, new from old 
Hallowed halls have grown 
Giving refuge to the bold 
You now call your own.
We are privileged and pleased to call you our own Professor W est
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MISS TROUBADOUR
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The staff of the 1965 Trouba­
dour is proud to announce the 
selection of Miss Bonnie Bill as 
Miss Troubadour by the Mitchell 
Trio.
Bonnie is president of Chi 
Omega Sorority, past president 
of the Junior Class, past vice 
president of the Sophomore 
Class, last year’s Junior Class 
Variety Show Queen, and vice 
president of the Canterbury 
Club. She is a member of the 
SFC, the Panhellenic Council, 
Student Education Association 
and the Gymnastics Club.
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Larry Crum
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The staff of the Î0d5 Trouba­
dour is proud to announce the 
selection of Larry E. Crum as 
Mr. Troubadour by Carolyn 
Hester, popular folk singer.
Larry is past president of Pi 
Kappa Phi Fraternity, a mem­
ber of the IFC, SFC, Student 
Education Association, Circle K 
Club and the Young Democrats 
Club. He is co-captain of the 
track team, a member of the 
cross country team, and vice 
president of the Varsity Club.
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1965
Miss Troubadour
Runner-up Sandra Dougan 
Alpha Xi Delta
Julie Hebrony 
Phi Sigma Sigma
Anne Rhodes Gail Smart
Alpha Xi Delta Pi Beta Phi Polly Whaley Chi Omega
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Finalists
Runner-up Jerry Friedman 
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Mr. Troubadour
Bob Fentress Imps
Barry Stokes 
Delta Omega Phi Mike Powell Theta Xi Dick Fraim Delta Omega Phi
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WHO’S
Sandra Dougan
Charles Glickman
Arthur Henderson
Andrea Jensen
Fifteen O.D.C. students were selected for “Who’s Who Among Students 
in American Universities and Colleges.” Last spring, a student-faculty 
committee determined the qualifications: a member in good standing in 
his class with satisfactory attendance and dues paid, a holder of at least 
one major campus office: president, vice-president, secretary, or treas­
urer; and cooperation in activities planned to further the interests of 
O.D.C. Candidates were nominated by both faculty and students. All 
nominations were voted upon by members of Delta Phi Omega, senior 
honorary scholastic fraternity, and Sigma Beta Tau, senior honorary 
leadership fraternity. Recommendations were submitted to the Dean of 
Students and to the Dean of Women for final selection.
Nancy Kain James Keller Ellen Law
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WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES 
AND COLLEGES
Karen Phelps Gene Presson Linda Price Mary Rea
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Miss Jeanne Marie Grell flowers by haddaway florists
200
Delta Omega Phi’s prize-winning display
Queen Jeanne Marie and escort, Ben Ward.
Homecoming 1964 was celebrated Decem­
ber 4th ; the Monarchs trounced the Generals 
of Washington and Lee 102 to 68.
Miss Jeanne Marie Grell was crowned 
Homecoming Queen by President Webb at 
halftime. Miss Polly Whaley was named 
Maid of Honor.
Homecoming 1965
HOMECOMING COURT AND ESCORTS—L. to R., Tom Hurt, Sarah Willis, Ed Norris, Anne Benton, Hugh Staples, Maid of Honor Polly Whaley, Queen Jeanne Marie Grell, Ben Ward, Boo Martin, Dean Rogis, Beth Black, Bob Deaton.
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Will he catch it?

Coaches
Arthur “Bud” Metheny is Athletic Director and baseball coach at the College, and this has been his sixteenth season as head basketball coach of the Monarchs.Metheny’s entire life has been devoted to sports. A native of the city which claims the Cardinals, he played for the New York Yankees from 1942-45, and was in the 1943 World Series. He has been with the college since 1948. Since that time, his base­ball teams have been honored as the best of all Eastern colleges, and in basketball he saw the Monarchs finish the 1964 season with a 22-3 record, bringing them the Little Eight title for the third year and the Mason-Dixon title and the NCAA Cham­pionship for the second.Mr. Metheny may make this his last season as head basket­ball coach, but this only means more time to be devoted to the direction of college athletics in general, and baseball in particu­lar. Under his direction, we can surely hope to match past per­formances.
CHANDLER
Coach Lou Plummer, who joined the Old Dominion staff in 1956, was previously head of the physical education department at Newport News High School, and co-coach of the track team there.He graduated from the College of William and Mary in 1936 with a B.S. degree in physical education, and received his M.A. degree there in 1951. Plummer was a track star under Coach Chandler at Williamsburg, and after graduation taught physical education at George Wythe Junior High School in Hampton.During the war, Plummer interrupted his sports career mo­mentarily by joining the Army in 1943. He resumed his duties at Newport News in 1946.Plummer has led ODC’s cindermen to victory since 1962, the team not having lost since tha*t year.As well as his coaching responsibilities with the cross-country team, Lou teaches theory courses and required classes in physical education.
Joseph “Scrap” Chandler, porfessor of physical education at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg from 1924- 1942, joined the faculty of Old Dominion in 1942, when it yras the Norfolk branch of the old school. He received his B.S. degree at William and Mary and his M.A. degree at Columbia Univer­sity.For the last twenty-two years, Chandler has coached ODC’s track and swimming teams, and served as Athletic Director until his retirement from that post in 1963.Coach Chandler has led ODC’s tankmen to victory in the Little Eight Championship and to second place in the Mason-Dixon Conference in the 1962-63 season. He instituted swimming pro­grams at Maury and Granby High Schools, and while coaching three teams simultaneously, was often both winning and losing coach in some meets.Chandler has made the pool available for lifesaving classes and has always advocated junior swimming instruction.
METHENY
PLUMMER
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Thomas “Pete” Robinson, the coach of golf and wrestling, got his B.S. degree in physical education from Springfield College, and his M.A. degree from William and Mary in 1960. Having been with Old Dominion’s physical education department for eight years, he has brought his teams to enviable positions in the Mason-Dixon Conference. The wrestling team, under his direction, has been first in the Conference for the last two years, and for the first time in Old Dominion’s athletic history a Mason-Dixon Conference Championship meet was held here for wrestling this season.The golf team, under his guidance, has steadily moved from next-to-last in the Mason-Dixon Conference Championship in 1963, to third in 1964; and Pete expects it to be a strong con­tender for the championship this year. Having been with the team for four years, he has brought it up to a strong and challenging position for all other groups in the Conference.
TATUM
Charles Jackson, the only member of the coaching staff to have attended the Norfolk College of William and Mary, the forerunner of Old Dominion got his B.S. degree here in 1959 before getting his M.A. from the University of South Dakota in 1961-62. He is attending the University of Maryland during the summer months, working for his doctorate in physical education.As assistant coach to Scrap Chandler in swimming, Mr. Jack- son has great hope for our tankmen next year, and will himself coach the team that season.As Director of Intramurals at Old Dominion, Coach Jackson programs the spirited battles among the fraternities and inde­pendent organizations on campus, of which one hundred forty- four teams participated in twenty-nine activities involving 12,052 gross participants in 1964.
A1 Tatum, coach of Old Dominion’s tennis and track teams, received his B.S. degree from Springfield College, and in 1951 obtained his Masters at Columbia University. The coach has had a varied association with wrestling, baseball and football at Norview High School during 1949 and 1950. After spending a year and a half at South Norfolk High, Coach Tatum tried his hand at selling insurance, and spent five extremely successful years with the J. O’Keene Insurance Agency.In 1957, Mr. Tatum returned to Norview where he was wres­tling and tennis coach. He came to Norfolk William and Mary in 1960, and has been tennis coach since that time. His first few years at the college also saw him as tennis professional at Norfolk Yacht and Country Club and president of the Norfolk Tennis Patrons Association.With this being the first year of Fall tennis practice, vic­tories are in the offing in a tough, competitive schedule.
JACKSON
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BUD METHENY
Coach of the Year
Bud Metheny, the Old Dominion baseball coach and 
Athletic Director, received national recognition for 
himself and the team on Sunday, January 10, when he 
accepted the college baseball Coach of the Year Award, 
given by the National Collegiate Athletic Association, 
at the annual banquet of the American Association of 
College Baseball Coaches at the Hotel Conrad Hilton in 
Chicago.
The former New York Yankee outfielder’s 1964 team 
won twenty-two of twenty-five games, the last twenty- 
one in succession. Metheny has been coach of the base­
ball team for sixteen years. During that time his teams 
have won one hundred forty-three, lost fifty-five and 
played one tie. His winning percentage of 72.2 is one 
of the highest in the country.
Metheny’s impressive coaching career includes the 
fact that he has had only two losing seasons since 1949. 
His teams have averaged 6.36 runs per game, while 
limiting the opponents to 4.49 runs per game. He won 
his first twelve games against four-year colleges and 
did not lose his first game until 1955. He has played 
thirty different college teams and only two have win­
ning records over his teams.
Four of Coach Metheny’s players have played pro­
fessional ball, and three have been named to the college 
All-America team.
The 1964 baseball team and the college received rec­
ognition by winning the Eastern Regional. Champion­
ship in Yankee Stadium. And now the Coach has re­
ceived his well-deserved honor.
am
FRED KOVNER
Baseball All-American
Fred Kovner, centerfielder of Old Dominion’s twenty- 
one game winning streak team, was named to the first 
team, college division All-America squad in 1964. He 
led the regulars with a .380 average, tied for the home 
run lead with three, scored the most runs (twenty-six), 
stole the most bases (eleven), and tied for most hits
(th irty). Along with Jimmy Zadell, who was named on 
the All-America team the year before, Fred is another 
feather in the cap of Bud Metheny and Old Dominion’s 
baseball history. He now has a .414 average, and pro­
mises to lead the team to further honors this season.
1st row: Alan Basker, Bill Bigger, Gene Johnson, Tommy Harrell, John Ingram, Bobby Walton, Wayne Parks, Bobby DeMille. 2nd row: Bud Metheny, Coach; Fred Balmer, John Ward, Mel Renn, Bill Yeargen, Frank Zadell, Fred Kovner,
John Young, Manager. 3rd row: Buddy Watson, Fred Ed­monds, Jimmy Walker, Lee McDaniels, Denny Riddleberger, Ray Nelson, Jimmy Zadell. Front: Joe Grandy, Batboy.
Baseball 1964
The Old Dominion baseball team won twenty-two of twenty-five games 
in 1964, the last twenty-one in succession. The Monarchs lived up to their 
nickname, winning three championships. They capped the season by win­
ning the NCAA Eastern Regional title at Yankee Stadium. Before that, 
the batmen had wrapped up the Mason-Dixon Conference and Little Eight 
Crowns.
All three 1964 championships were for the second straight year. The 
Monarchs joined the Mason-Dixon Conference in the Fall of 1962, making 
it two baseball titles in two years of competition. For the last five years 
the batmen have been either champion or co-champion of the mythical 
Little Eight.
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Baseball
The Old Dominion 
Baseball T e a m  w o n  
twenty-two of twenty- 
five games in 1964, the 
last twenty-one in suc­
cession. The Monarchs 
lived up to their name 
by winning T H R E E  
CHAMPIONSHIPS. The 
batmen wrapped up the 
Mason-Dixon Conference 
and Little Eight Crowns, 
and then capped the sea­
son by winning the 
N.C.A.A. Eastern Reg­
ional title at Yankee 
Stadium. All three 1964 
championships were for 
the second straight year!
Filled with eagerness and faced with 
the 1963 teams’ phenominal champion­
ship record, the 1964 team swings and 
sways and displays their top condition.
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Fred Balmer jumps into the air as he rounds third on his way to making the point which determined the score 4-3 in the ninth inning with Long Island U. He was driven in by Fred Edmonds who was winning pitcher for the day.
Every run is the winning run in close games that count so much.
2 H
As tension gnaws away the remaining moments of the ninth inning, the 3 - 3 tie score seems unwilling to change.
High-pitched excitement breeds mixed emotion in on-looking team members.
Bala
The climaxing play of the final game of the season is seen here as Fred Balmer makes the run that breaks the 3 - 3  tie in the ninth inning.
Lee McDaniel slides into base
,216
Eyes strain and backs bend to catch every detail of the close action at home plate.
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The self-confidence displayed in this shot taken before the game at Yankee Stadium was more than warranted.
Bob Walton receives a well-deserved victory kiss.
Bob Walton congratulates winning pitcher Fred Edmonds, who drove in Fred Balmer in the 9th inning to win the game 4-3 against Long Island U. and capture the N.C.A.A. Championship for the second straight season.
Tommy Harrell, Bob Walton, Wayne Parks, Frank Zadell, John Ward, and Bill Yeargan pose for shot taken at Yankee Stadium.
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Randy Leddy, Bill Midgette, Freddy Edmonds, Jerry Nichols, and John Kendall.
Basketball
The Monarch eagers, led by Coach Bud Metheny, won eight victories 
in the last games last year, giving them a 12 - 9 record and securing a 
berth for them in the Mason-Dixon Conference Tournament. Led by 
Randy Leddy, Jerry Nichols, and Fred Edmonds, the Monarchs smashed 
the Washington and Lee Generals 102 - 68 in the Homecoming Game 
and defeated the H.S. Tigers 7 4 -6 4  in the Amphibious Base Christmas 
Tournament.
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The Enemy
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Jerry Nichols
til
Randy Leddy
Jerry Nicholls Fred Edmonds
Jerry Nicholls, Fred Edmonds, Randy Leddy, and Hank Marriott demonstrate the phases of a winning point.
Randy Leddy Hank Marriott
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2 2 3
Coach Pete Robinson, Bob Truitt, Tom Cotten, Jim McDonnell, Tim Lydston, Terry Emerson.
Golf
Old Dominion’s Golf Team has shown remarkable progress during the 
past four years. Under the coaching of Pete Robinson, this season prom­
ises to be rewarding for the Monarchs. Although they finished next to 
last in the Mason-Dixon Championship in 1963, they moved up to third 
place in 1964. This year, the team has improved by a total of 69 strokes 
and has not lost a member from last year. Considering the teams’ previous 
standing when they were only five strokes from championship and one 
from second place last year, only bad luck again this year could cause 
them to loose, and in fact, they could very well win this year.
2 2 4
Front: Mickey Glass, Captain, Co-Captain Art Babine. Back: Asst. Coach Jackson, Bill Baylor, Jim Adkison, Don Jensen, Skip McGoni- gal, Marc Hulings, Dane Howell, Dennis Harte, Jim Renner, Mike Hechtkopf, Werner Hardam, Bill Borysewicz, Co-Captain John Poast, Coach “Scrap” Chandler.
Swimming Tearn
It cannot be said that the Old Dominion Swimming Team is afraid to 
get its collective feet wet, or that after last year’s 3 - 9  record they’re 
all washed up either.
Having won their meet against Lynchburg 62 -33 , the Old Dominion 
mermen overcame their Combined 39 point lag by scoring a commendable 
victory in the Little Eight this season. Under the coaching of “Scrap” 
Chandler, who has led the tankmen for many seasons, the team has been 
up and coming in State competition, and a continued active campaign is 
predicted for the team next season.
i l i
Track
The Spring Track Team, under the coaching direction of “Scrap” 
Chandler and captaincy of Ronnie Etheridge, is undefeated in dual-meet 
competition. Despite the torment of four weather at all of its meets last 
season, the team had a perfect 6 - 0  record.
This season, the team entered Jaycee competition in Richmond, boasting 
defeat of two Duke University competitors in pole vault at the hand of 
Pete Nichols, who holds the State record of 13 feet 9 inches.
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Edwards
Cappi
George Edwards, Lou Cappi, and Ronnie Etheridge win points for O.D.C. in discus, hurdles and sprinting.
Etheridge
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1st row: Robert Hall, Victor Cregor, Carl Ragland, unidentified, unidentified, Charles Waterfield, Irving Williams. 2nd row: Russell Cleveland, Paul Cote, David Todd, Herbert Murrell, Jim Clark, Tom McMillan, Frank Keiffer, Jeff Hall.
Coach Pete Robinson’s matmen, having won the Mason-Dixon Cham­
pionship in two previous seasons, came on strong again this year with 
six wins and two losses. Despite the spills in favor of Lycoming and 
Appalachian State, Paul Cote remained undefeated throughout the eight 
games. It stands to reason that before the boys were able to join the 
Mason-Dixon Conference, they were known as the “powerhouse” of the 
Middle Atlantic independents.

O’Neill, Charles Brahe, George Green, Joe Clark, Rodney Williams.Front row, left to right, Louis Richards, Mike Sakakini, Clifford Spichal, Robert Williams, Pete Wallio, Wayne Smith; back row, Coach Lou Plummer, Wayne Veryzer, Charles
Cross-Country Team
“We’re ahead; we can afford it!”
With a total of seven dual meets this year, 
Lou Plummer’s cindermen managed to come out 
on top with five wins and two. defeats, the latter 
at the hands of Randolph-Macon and Washington 
and Lee.
George Green, despite his only loss at the East 
Carolina meet by a half second, was his usual, 
vigorous self, symbolizing the stamina of the en­
tire team.
2 3 2
■ George Green, one and two mile long distance runner, strides out in his familiar style. That half second loss will be changed to a thirty second victory.
2 J 3
Field Hockey
Old Dominion’s Hockey Team, coached by 
Miss Lillian Seats, defeated the College of 
William and Mary for the first time in five 
years, November 6, in the Richmond Tourna­
ment. Those who are due credit include Cap­
tain Suzanne Schultz (R F), Jean Ann Sears 
(LW), Sharon Burkhart (LI), Bonnie Bill 
(CF), Dana Spavin (RI), Burt Hill (RW), 
Janice Koladziej (LH), Peggy Barclay
(RH ), Bonnie Payne (L F), and Jo Ann 
Rodes, Goal Keeper. Substitutes were Myrt 
Santo, Jeanette Standage, Sharon Vines, 
and Cathy Woody. Diane Norman is man­
ager of the Hockey Team. Although O.D.C. 
lost its second game, it held its own very 
well against the “Little Colonels” Club com­
prised of many seasoned players and semi­
professionals.
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Cheerleaders
Y arsity
The Varsity Cheerleaders were vital in promoting school spirit this year. The girls sponsored a Cheerleaders’ Bake Sale, assisted the Freshman Clas with a Homecoming bon­fire-pep rally, and participated in games out of town. Mrs. Beverly Burton helped the Varsity Cheerleaders form Old Dominion’s first Freshmen Cheerleading Squad.
Kneeling: Julie Dwyer, Paulette Sawicki, Pam Black. Standing: Gail Lynch, Jeanne Marie Grell, Beth Black.
Junior Varsity
The Freshman Cheerleaders were formed this year by the Varsity Cheerleaders under the guidance of Mrs. Beverly Burton. The six partici­pating coeds were chosen from a group of thirty. The freshmen have helped motivate student interest in school sports.
Standing: Mary Jane Walters, Tru Lublin, Joan Berry. Kneeling: Mary Kay Dixon, Linda Day, Patsy Fox.
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Intramurals
The growth of Intramurals at Old Dominion can be attributed to the 
spirit of competition among the various organizations on campus. Delta 
Omega Phi won its sixth consecutive intramural football championship 
this year, putting Theta Xi in second place, Imps in third, and TKE fourth.
The bi-annual “tug of war” between Imps and Tau Kappa Episilon 
ended in victory for the Imps this year. The muddy affair completely in­
undated TKE in the earthly brew of slime.
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Senior Index
ALTIMUS, CYRUS A.B.S.—Business Management
ANTHONY, PHOTIOS P.B.S.—Business AdministrationDelta Omega Phi; Speech Club; VarsityBaseball, Basketball.
BAIR, BONNIE B.A.—EnglishDean’s L ist; Pi Beta P h i; Orchesis; English Club-Vice President; ‘Gadfly” Poetry ■ Editor.
BALNOIS, GERALD B.S.—Business Management
BEACHAM, MARTHA RAY B.S.—Secoiwiary Education Student Education Association.
BEANE, WILLIAM WHEARYB.S.—Business AdministrationAlpha Kappa Psi-Secretary; ThetaChi-Secretary; Young Republican Club-President ; Wesley Foundation-Vice-President.
BECK, ROSE ANNB.S.—Elementary EducationStudent Education Association.
BELL, JUNE E.B.S.—Buisness EducationAlpha Xi Delta ; Field Hockey ; JuniorClass ^Variety Show; Sophomore ClassCouncil; Student Government-JuniorClass Representative to LegislativeCouncil.
BENTON, ANNE B.S.—Elementary Education Chi Omega-Financial Secretary; Home­coming Court; Judicial Branch of Student Government; Hall Representa­tive to Roger's Hall.
BILL, BONITA CLARE B.S.—Elementary Education Chi Omega-Parliamentarian-President ; Gamma -Gamma Social Sorority-Pledge President ; Freshman Class Council ; Sophomore Class-Vice President; Co- Chairman Student Directory ;, Junior Class _- President ; Social - Fraternal Council Representative ; Panhellenic Representative ; Advisory Council ; Ex­ecutive Council; Chairman - Variety Show Committee; Canterbury Club-Vice President; Norfolk C|i$b; Varsity Hoc­key ; Intramurals ; Student Education Association ; Gymnastics Club ; Synch- ronettes ; Junior Class Variety Show Queen; Miss Troubadour.
BISHOP, JAMES KELLER B.S.—Physical Education Virginia Education Association ; Nation­al Education Association ; Physical Ed-
ucation Club ; Varsity Wrestling Intra­murals.
BLOCK, BARRIE LYNN B. S.---Secondary Education Young Democrats
BLUMENTHAL, ESTA B.A.—EnglishDean’s L ist; English Club; “Gadfly”- President; Hillel-President, Secretary, Member at Large; Sailing Club; Stu^ dent Education Association.
BOALS, THOMAS H., JR. B.S.—Accounting
BOHNSACK, LOIS KEITH B.A^sfc-HistoryPhi Alpha Theta - Treasurer; History Club-Vice President,..-
BONNEVILLE, JOYEE ANNE B.S.—Elementary Education Student Education Association - Vice President fegwirginia Epsilon; Wesley Foundation-Social Chairman.
BOOCKS, GEORGE CLIFFORD B.A.—HistoryHistory Club; Inter-Religious Council; Methodist Student Movement - State President, State Publi^f«-Relations Chairman; P i Alpha Theta; Phi Theta Xi ,*. Troubadour-Senior Class Editor, 1964; Wesley Foundation-President. 1964; Wesley Foundation-President.
BOSSERMAN, CAROL ANN B.S.—Elementary Education Chi Omega-Chaplain.
BOWLER, EARNEST RICHARD, III B.A.—Business Administration Transfer—Randolph Macon ; Kappa Al­pha ; Economics Club.
BOWMAN, MILDRED L.B.S.—Elementary Education Sigma Alpha Iota - President, Chap­lain ; Virginia Education Association.
BOYD, JAMES W., JR. B. S.—Accounting
BREWER, PATRICIA ANNE B.S.—Elementary Education Baptist Student Union-Editor of Paper, Mission Chairman, Social Chairman, Concert Choir; Inter-Religious Coun­cil ; Norfolk Club-Varsity Hockey.
BROCKMAN, WILLIAM PHILIP B.S.—Psychology Imps Fraternity.
BROOKS, MARVIN
BROTHERS, RICHARD L.B.A.—HistoryAmerican Society of Civil Engineers - Student Affiliate - Vice President, President ; Theta Xi-President, Vice President, Treasurer ; Inter-Fraternity Council Representative ; Sorority-Frat­ernal Council Representative ; Trouba­dour-Fraternity Editor.
BROWN, JEANB.S.—Business Education
BROWN, JERRY T. B.S.—Management Alpha Kappa Psi.
BUDIK, FRANK J. B. S.—Accounting Alpha Kappa Psi.
BURGER, HARRIET B.S.—English English Club; Hillel.
BURMOCK, ELMO GEORGE B.S.—Finance
BURROUGHS, LARRY T.B.S.—ManagementTau Kappa Epsilon - House Manager ; Intramurals.
BYRD, GAY FLYNN B.A.—EnglishDean’s L ist; Sigma Beta T au; Azalea Attendant, 1964; Homecoming Court, 1964; Miss Playmate, 1964; Junior Class Carnival Queen, 1963; Chi Ome­ga-Treasurer ; Student Government Sec­retary, Treasurer.
BIRD, MIKE C.B.S.—PsychologyPsychology Club; Veterans’ Club.
CARTER, MARLEY W., JR.B.S.—ChemistryAmerican Chemical Society, Student Affiliate ; Circle K.
CARY, ELIZABETH EARLE B.A.—MathematicsVirginia Epsilon - Treasurer; Wesley Foundation - Membership Chairman.
CARY, MARJORIE CHRISTIAN B.S.—Elementary Education Delta Sigma Lambda-Treasurer.
CASTEEN, WILLIAM ROBERT B. S.—Accounting
CHAFFIN, WILKIE W. B.A.—Mathematics
CHRISTIE, SOPHIE SAVVAS B.S.—MathematicsVirginia Epsilon ; Intramurals ; Student Education Association.
CLAVERIE, LINDA E.B.S.—Elementary Education Virginia Epsilon; Panhellenic Repre­sentative.
CONNER, WALTER LEE, JR.B.A.—HistoryImps - Sergeant at Arm s; Young Dem­ocrats .«pub; History Club.
COX, LUCIAN B., I ll  B.S.—AccountingAlpha Tau Omega; Tiga Treasurer; Varsity Swimming.
COX, MAYON L.B.S.—Secondary Education P i Beta Phi - Sergeant at Arms ; Intramurals ; History Club ; Student Education Association.
CREWS, GERALD L.B.S.—SociologyAlpha Tau Omega - Vice President : Tiga-Social Chairman ; Intramurals ; Troubadour-Assistant Editor.
CROSS, JOSEPH SAMUEL, III B.S.—Business Administration
CROUCH, MARTHA ANN B.S.—Secondary Education Dean’s List ; Sigma Tau Delta.
CRUM, LAWRENCE C., JR.B.S.—Secondary Education Senior Class Council; Student Educa­tion Association; Veterans’ Club ; Westminster Fellowship.
CRUM, LAWRENCE EDWARD B.S.—Secondary Education Pi Kappa Phi-President, Correspond­ing Secretary ; Social Fraternal Coun­cil Representative ; Student Education Association ; Varsity Club - Corres­ponding Secretary, Vice President ; Varsity Cross Country, Track-Co- Captain ; Young Democrats ; Circle K. Mr. Troubadour.
CULPEPPER, ROBERT LEON B.S.—PhysicsPhysics Club-lst Vice President.
CUTCHINS, RICHARD E.B.S.—PsychologyImps-Treasurer, Intramural Represent­ative ; Intramurals; Newman Club.
DAVIS, DAVID M.B.S.—Psychology Psychology Club-President.
DAVIS, HOLMES B.S.—AccountingTransfer ^^University of V irginia; Dean's List; Alpha Kappa Psi - Treas­urer.
DAVIS, LOIS GAIL B.S.—PsychologyAlpha Xi Delta - President of Pledge Class ; College Choir ; Young Demo­crats Club - Johnson Girl.
DECKER, THOMAS B.S.—PsychologyDelta Omega Phi ; Intramurals.
DEMONTMOLLIN, HARRY M. B.A,-*-HistoryTau Kappa Epsilon - President, Treas­urer.
DENNIS, CAROLYN F.B.S.—BiologyBiology Club-President, Secretary.
DILLON, BARBARA B.S.—Elementary Education Delta Sigma j Lambda ; Student Educa­tion Association.
DIXON, DONALD LEE B.A.—HistoryPi Kappa Phi-President; Young Demo­crats - Vice President; History Club.
DONAHUE, ERROL JOHN B.S.—EconomicsAlpha Tau Omega; Tiga Vice Presi­dent ; Economics Club; Student Gov­ernment President; Safety Ambassador.
DOOLING, MARTHA M.B.S.—Elementary Education.Dean’s List ; Delta Sigma Lambda ; Stu­dent Education Association,
DOUGAN, SANDRA L.B.A.—HistoryAlpha Xi, Delta - Pledge Trainer, Vice President, President; Executive Council; History Club-Treasurer; Jun­ior Class Council; Miss Troubadour Finalist; Panhellenic ■ Representative; Placement Board; Senior Class - Vice President; Sigma Beta Tau; Social - Fraternal Council - Vice President; Young Democrats Club; “Who’s Who Among Students in American Universi­ties and Colleges."
DOUGLAS, MARIE H.B.S.—Elementary Education Student Education Association - Secre­tary.
DOWLING, PAUL L., JR.B.S.—GeologyAlpha Tau Omega - Rush Chairman; Geology Club - Vice President; In­tramurals.
DRYE, JERRY L.B.S.—Elementary EducationStudent Education Association ; WesleyFoundation.
DUROCHER, JOHN S.B.S.—Business Management Economics Club; Imps - House Proc­tor, Pledge Class - Treasurer; Intra­murals ; Independent Intramural Foot­ball _ Champs 1963; Newman Club - Publicity Director.
EISENBEISS, WILLIAM C.B.S.—General Business Executive Council; Freshman Class Council; Honor Court Representative; Imps - President, Pledge Master, Sec­retary, Sergeant at Arms ; Intramurals ; Inter Fraternity Council Represent­ative; Junior Class - President; Place­ment Board; Senior Class Council; Sigma Beta Tau - 1964 Award; Social Fraternal C o u n c il Representative; Sophomore Class Council; Student Government-Legislative Branch.
ELLIS, WILLIAM FRANKLIN B.S.—GeologyAlpha Tau Omega; Intramurals; Geo­logy Club.
EPNER, GERALD IRVING B.S.—ChemistryAlpha Epsilon Pi-Corresponding Sec­retary ; American Chemical Society Stu­dent A ffiliate; Hillel Club - Treas­urer ; Intramurals.
Senior Index
ESTES, JOHN F., I ll B.S.—Accounting Alpha Kappa Psi.
ESTES, ROGER WALTER B.S.—Management Alpha Kappa ' t>si.
ETHERIDGE, BARBARA H. B.S.—Elementary Education Delta Sigma Lambda
EUBANKS, JUDY J.B.A.—SociologyBaptist Student U nion; Placement Board; Sociology Club - Secretary; Young Democrats Club.
EUGLEY, CAROL LEIGHB.S.—-Medical TechnologyPi Tau Chi; Pre-Medical-Dental Club;Wesley Foundation-Secretary.
FAVILLE, SUSANNE B.S.—Elementary Education Student Education Association.
FENTRESS, ROBERT W.B.A.—Business Administration Dean’s L ist; Imps-President, Treasurer ; Sigma Beta Tau.
FINNEY, DIANA LOUISE B.S.—HistoryHistory Club; Political Science Club ; Virginia Epsilon; Wesley Foundation.
FLOYD, SUSAN B.B.S.—Elementary Education Student Education Association.
FORBES, JAMES ELLIOTT B.S.—BiologyBiology Club - Vice President; Pre- Medical-Dental Club-President.
FRAIM, RICHARD A.B. S.—PsychologyDelta Omega Phi - President, Social Chairman, Rush Chairman, Chaplain, Parliamentarian, Historian, Sergeant at Arms, Playboy Chairman; Inter-Frat­ernity Council Representative; Mace and Crown-Staff Writer; Mr. Trouba­dour Contest; Newman Club; Psycho­logy _ Club; Social Fraternal . Council; Varsity Basketball Game Announcer- “Voice of the Monarchs;” Varsity Bas­ketball Team; Young Republicans Club.
FRIEDBERG, MARVIN S.B.S.—Business ManagementAlpha Epsilon Pi-Pledgemaster, VicePresident ; Intramurals.
FRIEDMAN, JEROME B.B.S.—Business Management Alpha Epsilon Pi-President, Vice-Presi­dent, Social Chairman, Member at Large; Economics Club; Student Gov­ernment - Freshman Class Council, Junior Class Council, Judicial Court- Freshman and Junior Class; Hillel Club; Intramurals; Mace and Crown-
Staff Reporter; Mr. Troubadour Con­test ; 01^ Dominion Concert Choir;Young Democrats Club.
FUTRELL, ROBERT B.A.—Mathematics
GARDNER, GAIL B.S.—MusicSigma Alpha Iota-President.
GARDNER, OVAN D.B.S.—Business Management Golf Team ; Kappa Alpha.
GARRETT, CAROLYN B.S.—Elementary Education
Gl ANN OUTSOS, ANASTASIA MARINAB.S.—Elementary Education Student Education Association.
GLICKMAN, CHARLES NATHAN B.S.—HistoryAlpha Epsilon Pi-House Manager, Mem­ber at Large, Vice President ; Alumni Association Scholastic Key for School of Arts and Sciences ; Dean’s List ; Delta Phi Omega ; History Club ; In- tramurals ; Phi Alpha Theta ; Social Fraternal Council ; Varsity Club ; Var­sity Letter ; Varsity Track ; “Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges ;’’ Young Dem­ocrats Club.
GOFF, LARRY HUNT B. S.—PsychologyImps- Historian, Chaplain ; Marine Re­search Organization - President.
GREGORY, JUDY C.B.S.—BiologyInter-Sorority Council Representative; Virginia Epsilon.
GREGORY, MARLENE B.S.—HistoryCollege Placement Board; History Club-Secretary; Student Government - Judicial Branch, Senior Representative; Virginia Epsilon-Recording Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, Vice Presi­dent ; Wesley Foundation - Secretary.
GRELL, JEANNE MARIE B.S.—Elementary Education Gymnastics Club ; Homecoming Court ’64 ; Homecoming Queen *65 ; Orchesis - Secretary; Pi Beta Phi - Historian, Corresponding Secretary ; Senior Class Council; Student Education Associa­tion ; Student Government - Legisla­tive Council, Senior Representative ; Varsity Cheerleader-Captain.
GRIFFIN, E. LEIGH B.S.—Physical Education Imps ; Intramurals ; National Education Association ; Physical Education Ma­jors Club ; Student Education Associa­tion ; Swimming Team-Captain ; Var­sity Club ; Virginia Education As­sociation.
GUY, JAMESB.S.—General BusinessAlpha Kappa Psi ; Economies Club,
HALBACH, ROBERT THOMAS B.A.—Biology Biology Club.
HAMBY, RAMONA B.A.—English Delta Sigma Lambda.
HARBUCK, ANNB.S.—Elementary Education.Student Education Association ; Vir­ginia Epsilon - Chaplain ; Westminster Fellowship.
HARDEE, LYNNEB.S.—'Elementary EducationStudent Education Association.
HARDEN, JENNYB.S.—Elementary Education.Student Education Association.
HARRELL, SHIRLEY MARIEB.S.—Elementary EducationStudent Education Association ; WesleyFoundation.
HARRIS, JUDY B.S.—Elementary Education Baptist Student Union; Concert Choir; Dean’s List ; Student Education Asso­ciation.
HAWORTH, DANIEL HAROLD B.S.—Elementary Education Concert Choir ; Dramatics ; Intramu­rals ; Opera Workshop ; Student Educa­tion Association ; Theta Xi-Secretary, House Manager ; Veterans’ Club.
HAYDEN, ROBERTA B.S.—Elementary Education Student Education Association - Treas­urer ; Wesley Foundation.
HEBRONY, JULIE B.S.-—Elementary Education Hillel ; Intramurals ; Inter-Sorority Council Representative ; Masquers ; Miss Troubadour Finalist ; Pan-Hel­lenic Representative; Phi Sigma Sigma- First and Second Vice President, So­cial Chairman, Athletic Chairman, “Soror” of the Year ’63 and ’64 ; Senior Class _ Council ; Student Educa­tion Association ; Student Government- Senior Representative to the Legisla­ture; Troubadour - Senior Editor.
HELBIG, CAROL B.S.—Business Management Inter-Religious Council Representative; Lutheran Student Association - Sec­retary, Treasurer; Phi Beta Lambda - Treasurer.
HENDERSON, ARTHUR L.B.A.—EnglishDean’s L ist; “Gadfly” - Editor-in-Chief; English Club - President; Tau Kappa Epsilon; “Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.”
HIBBLE, SUSAN  B.A.—English
HINES, JAMES B.A.—MusicChoir ; ' Band ; Phi Mu Alpha Sim- phonia.
HOLLAND, KAY B.A.—EnglishTransfer—William and M ary; Kappa Alpha Theta; Orchesis; National De­fense Grant-Winner.
HOLLOWAY, EDWARD E., JR.B,S,>—Industrial ArtsDean’s L is t; Industrial Arts Club -Sergeant at Arms.
HOLLOWELL, DOUGLAS A.B.S.—AccountingDelta Omega P h i; Intramural Boaipg; President.
HOLT, JAMES A. B.A.—History
HUDSON, JOHN CLAYBOURNE B.Á.—English
HUNTER, MARY M.B.S.—Elementary Education Delta Sigma Lambda.
INGRAM, THOMAS B.S.—Business Management Golf Team ; Imps.
IRVING, HELENB.S.—Elementary EducationDelta Sigma Lambda.
JAMES, HOPE M., JR.B.A.—HistoryGymnastics; History Club; Young Democrats Club.
JARVIS, EDNA  B.S.—EducationAlpha Xi Delta - Song Leader, Parlia­mentarian ; Baptist Student Union - Publicity Chairman, Newspaper Editor, Vice President ; Student Education As­sociation.
JOHNSON, LAWRENCE WAYNE B. S.—Accounting
JONES, CHARLES D. B.S.—Accounting
JONES, MILTON PERCIVAL, JR. B.S.—Pre-Medical Pre-Medical Dental Club.
JORDAN, LAYLON WAYNE B.A.—HistoryAlpha Phi Omega; Dean’s L is t; His­tory Club - Vice President; Intra­murals ; Phi Alpha T heta; Theta Xi- Corresponding Secretary, Scholarship Chairman.
JOYNER, WILLIAM S.B.S.—General Science Rifle and Pistol Club - Executive Of­ficer ; Student Education Association.
Senior Index
KAIN, NANCY HERBERT B.A.—EnglishDelta Phi Omega; Dean’s L is t; Student Government - Honor Court, Fresh­man Class Representative - Judicial Branch, Sophomore Representative; Virginia Epsilon - Vice President, Pres­ident; Westminster Fellowshio -. Sec­retary, Vice President, President; “Who’s Who Among Students in Ameri­can Universities and Colleges.”
KOLE, RICHARDB.S.—Business Management
KAPLAN, LIBBIEB.S.—Elementary Education
KELLER, JAMES W.B.S.—AccountingAlpha Kappa Psi-President ; Dean’s List ; Delta Phi Omega ; Lutheran Stu­dent Association - President ; Sigma Beta Tau ; "Who’s Who Among Stu­dents in American Universities and Colleges.”
KESSER, JOYCE ANN  BjS.—Elementary Education Alpha Epsilon Pi - Sweetheart ; Fresh­man Class Secretary ; Freshman Class Council ; Hillel ; Homecoming Candidate ’63 and ’64 ; Sophomore Class Coun­cil ; Student Education Association; Student Government-Legislature, Soph­omore and Junior Class Representa­tive-Junior Class Treasurer.
KING, GARY S.B. S.—PsychologyAlpha Tau Omega-Treasurer.
KING, MARY F.B. S,—Psychology Delta Sigma Lambda.
KING, VIRGIL B.S.—Physical Education Cross Country; Imps-Secretary, Treas­urer ; Track; Varsity Club - Secretary.
KNAPP, GARY EDISON B.A.—MusicDelta Phi Omega ; Phi Mu Alpha Sin­fonia.
KNECHT, MARTHA C.B.S.—Elementary Education
KOYNER, FRED B.S.—MathematicsIm ps; Varsity Baseball; 1964 FirstTeam College All-American.
LAND, JUDITH KAY B.S.—Secondary Education Alpha Xi Delta.
LAYTON, SUZANNE  B.A.—SociologyChi Omega; Chorus ; Dramatics Club; Newman Club; Newspaper Reporter; Senior Class Council; Student Educa­tion Association - President; Sociology Club - Treasurer; Yearbook Staff.
LEBLANC, LEVYB.S.—Elementary EducationDean’s L ist; Veterans’ Club ; VirginiaEducation Association.
LEWIS, ELINORB.S.—Elementary EducationDelta Sigma Lambda - Vice President ;Student Education Association.
LIVINGSTON, RUDOLPH LEROY B.S.—Accounting
LLEWELLYN, MARY B.S.—Psychology
LOBECK, LEEB.S.—Secondary Education-P i Beta Phi ; Senior Executive Council.
LONGMAN, NORMAN B.B.S.—ManagementBand ; German Theta Xi.
LUBIN, JO ANN  B.A.—Mathematics. .Dean’s L is t; Gamma Gamma-Reporter ; Junior Class Council; Opti-Mrs. Club Scholarship; Sophomore Class Treas­urer.
LUCAS, JANET F.B.S.—Elementary Education
LUSK, ROBERT E. JR.B.A.—EconomicsTransfer—Randolph Macon ; Phi Kappa Delta.
MADDUX, MARY RANDOLPH  B.S.—Secondary Education Student Education Association.
MAJKA, JAMES B. B. S.—Engineering Pi Kappa Phi.
MANN, ANN  B.A.—HistoryTransfer—University of Arkansas.
MANROV, ALEXSANDRIA  B.S.—BiologyPre-Medical Dental Club-Social Chair­man, Vice President, President.
MARGULIES, BURKE W.B.A.—SociologyAlpha Epsilon Pi Secretary ; Hillel Club - Treasurer, Vice President ; Pre- Medical Dental Club ; Sociology Club ; Student Education Association.
MAYER, SANDRA JANE  B.S.—Secondary Education-Art Representative to Woman’s Intramural Board; Student Education Association ; Virginia Epsilon - Corresponding Sec­retary ; Wesley Foundation - Vice Pres­ident.
McCALL, MARY
McCURDY, DENNIS  B.S.—Secondary Education Young Democrats Club.
McDANIEL, STEVE B.S.—Psychology Imps.
McGLAUGHON, NELL  B.S.—Elementary Education Baptist Student Union ; Hockey ; In­tramurals Pi Beta Phi ; Senior Class Council ; Student Government - Senior Representative to  Legislative Council.
McGo w a n , j u d i t h  l e e  B.S.—ArtOld Dominion Art Guild; Sailing Club - Treasurer.
McGROARTY, JAMES PATRICK B. S.— PsychologyTransfer l ö s  Belmont Abbey College; Dean’s L is t ; Delta Epsilon S igm a; Phi Kappa T heta; Sailing C lub; Freshman Class Secretary; Sophomore Class Sec­retary.
McMURRY, CAROLE ANN  B.A.— Sociology
McSHIRLEY, PAMB.S.—Elementary EducationPi Kapp W idows-President; YoungDemocrats Club - Secretary.
MEADOR, PHILIP L.B. S.— Pre-DentalPi Kappa Phi-Secretary; Pre-Medical Dental Club; Wesley Foundation.
MEEDER, JOHN J.B.S.—Elementary Education
MIDGETTE, HARRY W. B.S.—Secondary Education
MOORE, JOSEPH K.B.S.—PsychologyDelta Omega Phi - Vice President, Social Chairman, Rush Chairman, Scholastic A ffairs Committee Chair­man, Playboy Dance Chairman; Mace and Crown; Psychology Club; Young Republicans Club; Newman Club.
MORGAN, SUSAN LEA B.S.—Elementary Education Alpha X i Delta - H istorian; Canter­bury Club; Troubadour Staff.
MULLEN, REGINALD E. A. A.F.—Architecture Phi Kappa Tau.
NAKANISHI, LINDA A.B. A.—SociologyDean’s L ist; “Gadfly” Magazine-Treas­urer, Business M anager; Theta Mu Chi- Treasurer ; Young Democrats Club.
NANCE, PATRICIA KAY B.A.—HistoryChi Omega - Pledge President, Parlia­mentarian, Pledge M istress; Political Science Club - President; Senior Class Secretary; Sigma Beta Tau.
NICHOLAS, PETE B.A.—History Imps ; Track.
Senior Index
NICHOLLS, EUGENE WILLIAM B.S.—BiologyBiology Club; College B and; Pi Kappa Phi - Treasurer; Pre-Medical Dental 
Club. : •
NITIS, J. GEORGES B.S.—ChemistryAmerican Chemical Society Student A f­filiate ; Dean’s List ; International Club.
NORWOOD, DORIS M.B.S.—Elementary Education Delta Sigma Lambda.
ORCUTT, EMMA ELAINE BARBEE B.S.—Education
ORNOFF, NORMA JEAN  B.S.—Elementary Education
PADGETT, LINDA G.B.S.'—PsychologyAlpha Xi Delta - Recording Secretary.
PAGUE, MARY E.B.S.—EducationDean’s L ist ; Delta Sigma Lambda ; Student Education Association.
PATTON, ROBERT ARTHUR  B.S.—Business Administration Im ps; Intramural Heavy Weight Wres­tling Champion '63.
PAUL, LARRY HUGH B.S.—Business Administration Alpha Kappa Psi-Scholarship, Assist­ant Chaplain.
PAULETTE, CAROL R. B.S.—Elementary Education
PAYNE, DORIS W.B.S.—Elementary Education Delta Sigma Lambda - Secretary; Stu­dent Education Association.
PEELE, FRED B.S.—Business Administration American Society Civil Engineers Stu­dent A ffiliate.
PEFLEY, CHARLES B.A.—HistoryCanterbury Club; Circle K; Economics Club; History Club; Intramurals; Political Science Club - Member of Board; R ifle and Pistol Club; Theta X i; Young Democrats Club - Treas­urer, Vice President, President.
PERKINS, JOYCE B.S.—EducationTransfer-—University of F lorida; Stu­dent National Association-Treasurer.
PETERS, BRUCE B.S.—Physical Education Alpha Tau Omega - Sergeant at Arms ; Intramurals ; Physical Education Ma­jors Club; Student Education Associa­tion ; Virginia Education Association.
PIERCE, STELLA E.B.S.—Elementary Education
PLUM, KENNETH  B.A.—HistoryDean’s L is t; Four Years General Un-
dergraduate Scholarship ; Political Sci­ence Club ; Young Democrats Club.
POGOLOWITZ, JOEL B. S-—AccountingAlpha Epsilon P i ; Band ; Intramurals ; Music Librarian; Pep Band - Leader; Orchestra; Tennis.
POWELL, KATHERINE GARDNER B.A.—SociologyBaptist Student U n ion ; “Gadfly ;’* Pi Kappa Delta-Debate Team.
PRICE, LINDA G.B.S.—Secondary Education Alpha Xi Delta - Chaplain; Alumni Scholastic Achievement A w ard; Stu­dent Education A ssociation; “Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.”
PRIVETT, VAUGHAN  B.S.—MarketingEconomics Club ; Imps-Secretary ; In­tramurals.
QUINBY, NANCY  B.S.—Secondary Education Concert Choir ; Student Education As­sociation.
RADKE, EDGARD RICHARD B.S.—Business Administration
REA, MARY B.S.—PsychologyAlpha Xi Delta - Corresponding Sec­retary, Membership Chairman; Inter- Sorority Council - Vice President, Treasurer; National Pan Hellenic Council - ' President; Sigma Beta Tau ; Student Government - Senior Class Representative to Judicial Council; Wesley Foundation; “Who’s Who Among Students in American Univer­sities and Colleges.”'
RENN, KATE B.A.—HistoryAlpha Xi Delta - Treasurer; Junior Class Council; Senior Class Council; Troubadour - Business Staff, Faculty Editor, Sorority Editor.
REYNOLDS, POLLY B.A.—Music
RHODES, MARTHA ANNE  B.S.—Secondary Education Alpha X i Delta-M arshall; Baptist Stu­dent U nion ; Miss Troubadour Final­ist ; Student Education Association— President; Young Democrats Club.
RICHARD, LOUISB.S.—Elementary EducationDelta Sigma Lambda.
ROBERTS, LAWRENCE D.B.S.—Secondary Education Intervarsity Christian Fellowship ; Stu­dent Education Association.
ROGERS, CAROL J.B.S.—Elementary Education Student Education Association.
ROGIS, DEAN P.B.S.—PsychologyAlpha Tau Omega - President, Treas­urer ; Inter-Fraternity Council Repre­sentative ; Inter-Sorority - Fraternity Council 'Representative; Intramurals.
ROTH, EUGENE B. B.S.—Psychology “Gadf ly”-Writer.
SAGE, MARTHA JANE  B.S.—Business Management
SANDLER, PAUL L. B.S.—Accounting
SANDSTROM, JAMES E. B.A.—Mathematics
SAWYER, MELVIN E.B.S.—Chemistry
SCHENKMAN, LUCY B.S.—Psychology Alpha Xi Delta.
SCHLOSSER, SHIRLEY B-S.—Business Education Chi Omega.
SCHNEIDER, RUTH B.S.—Elementary Education Delta Sigma Lambda.
SCOTT, DEANEB.S.—Medical TechnologyPre-Medical Dental Club.
SCOTT, ELIZABETH B .A.—MathematicsAlpha Xi Delta-Vice President of Pledge C lass; Dramatics Society; Math Club; Student Education Association; Wesley Foundation.
SCULLION, MARY JO B.S.—Physical Education Chi Omega-Treasurer; Physical Educa­tion Majors Club; Senior Class - Treas­urer ; Sigma Beta Tau.
SEIFERT, ROBERT A. B.S.—Management Alpha Kappa Psi.
SEXTON, JOANNEB.S.—Elementary EducationStudent Education Association.
SHEARON, MARY
SHIREY, SHARON M.B.S.—Elementary Education Transfer — Florida State U niversity; Dean’s L is t; Delta Chi Omega; Phi Theta Kappa.
SHIRLEY, MARTHA J.B.S.—Elementary Education Student Education Association.
SHURE, ALLAN R.B.S.—AccountingAlpha Epsilon P i - President, Treas­urer, Pledgem aster; Intramurals.
SIEGEL HELIENEB.S.—Elementary EducationHillel ; Intramurals ; Norfolk Chapterof the National Foundation ScholarshipAward ; Phi Sigma Sigma - SecondVice President, Treasurer, CommunityService Chairman ; Student EducationAssociation.
SMALL, SHARON B.A.—Sociology Sociology impili/
SMART, GAIL B.A.—HistoryAdvisory Council; Dean’s L is t ; Inter- Sorority Council Representative; Pan- Hellenic Council Representative; Phi Alpha Theta ; P i Beta P h iS a f e t y  Am­bassador from Old Dominion College; Sigma Beta T au ; Senior Class Coun­cil ; Social Fraternal Council Repre­sentative ; Student Government Treasurer: “Who’s Who Among Stu­dents in American Universities and Colleges.”
SMITH, JOHN BALDWIN, III B;S.— ChemistryCircle K - Secretary; Marine Research O rganization; Pre-Medical D e n t a l  Club; Tau Kappa Epsilon.
SMITH, ERMA V. B.A.—Music Phi Theta Kappa.
SMITH, NELLIEB.S.—Elementary EducationChoir; Student Education Association.
SMITH, WARREN  B.A.—EnglishCircle K - Chaplain, English Club - Treasurer; Rifle Club - President; Tau Kappa Epsilon - H istorian; Young Democrats - Parliam entarian; Defense Council for Honor Court.
SODINI, WILLIAM F. B.A.—English English Club.
SPRATT, JAMES S., JR.B.S.—PhysicsDean’s List ; Honors Program in Phy­sics ; Physics Club - President ; “Who’s Who Among Students in American U ni­versities and Colleges.”
STAFFORD, BARBARA J. B.S.—Accounting
STARK, NORMA LINDA B.S.—Secondary Education-French Alumni Award for Outstanding Achievement in Scholarship ; Dean’s List ; Young Democrats Club ; Hillel ; Intramurals; Norfolk School Board Scholarship ; Phi Sigma Sigma • Sec­retary, Treasurer, Publicity Chairman, Community Service Chairman ; Student Education Association ; Troubadour - Junior Class Editor ; Virginia Teachers' Scholarship.
STILLMAN, PALMER B.S.—Accounting
STOKES, BARRY M.B.S.—MarketingDelta Omega Phi - President.
STUMP, DONALD JOHN B.S.—Accounting,
Senior Index
STURGIS, AUDREY B.S.—Elementary Education Transfer—Ferrun Junior College; Al­pha Xi Delta - Chaplain, Recording Secretary; Student Education Associa­tion - Scrapbook Chairman; Student Government - Junior Class Represent­ative to Legislative Council*' '..Senior Class Representative to Honor
SULAK, JO ANNE B. A.—EnglishTransfer—Mary Washington ; English Club.
SUTTON, ANNB.S,—Elementary EducationTransfer—William and Mary; Dean’sList.
SUTTON, JAMES B.S.—FinanceAlpha Kappa P si; Dean’s List.
TACKENBERG, DONNA B.S.—Business Administration Lutheran Student U nion; Phi Beta Lambda.
TATE, CLAUDE B.A.—-HistoryPhi Alpha Theta; Student Education Association.
TAYLOR, LINDA B.A.-^EnglishDean’s L ist; English Club; Intramu­rals; Pi Beta P h i; Placement Board.
TAYLOR, WILLIAM D., JR.B.Af—History Canterbury Chib.
TEMPLE, LOUIS, JR.B.|S,—-Industrial Arts Education Industrial Arts Club - Vice President.
TERRAY, CAROLYN B.S.—Secondary Education Dean’s L ist;.• $$£ Beta Phi Award in French; Student Educatipn Association.
THIEM, PHILIP E.B.S.—Accounting Alpha Kappa Psi.
THOMASSON, JOYCE A.B.A--—EnglishEnglish Club - Secretary; “Gadfly” - S ta ff; Mace and Grown - Reporter; Pi Beta Phi - Vice President of Pledge Class, Sergeant at Arms; Troubadour Staff.
TIFFANY, BRIAN L.B.A.—English
TORIAN, RICHARD L.B.S.—ChemistryAmerican Chemical Society Student Af­filiate - Vice President; Circle K; Dean’s L ist; Divers Club; Imps; In- tramurals; Russian Club.
TURLINGTON, WILBUR A., JR.B. A.—Mathematics
UBER, MILDRED F.B.S.—Elementary Education Student Education Association.
ULLRICH, WILLIAM J.A. A.S.—ElectronicsSigma Delta Phi - Treasurer.
VICK, GAILB. S.—-Secondary Education-History Alpha Xi D elta; Scholarship Chair­man ; Troubadour Staff.
VINING, WILLIAM D.B.S.—Psychology
WAGNER, NANCY B.A.—SpanishSpanish Club; German Club.
WAID, HELEN LOIS M.B.S.—Secondary Education Delta Sigma Lambda.
WARBURTON, T. R.B. S.—Secondary Education Delta Sigma Lambda; Phi Theta Kap­pa.
WARD, BEN WYATT Inter-Fraternity Council; Social Frat­ernal Council; Tau Kappa Epsilon - President.
WEATHERSBY, KENTB.S.-—Secondary EducationAlpha Tau Omega - Secretary; Dean’sL ist; Student Education Association.
WEBNE, GARY MERLIN B.S-—AccountingAlpha Epsilon P i - Corresponding Sec­retary, Social Chairman; Student Gov­ernment - Senior Class Representative to the Judicial Court.
WERBER, ELAINE B.S.—PsychologyFreshman Class Council; Gamma Gamma-Social Chairman; Secretary of Sophomore Class; Psychology Club.
WHALEY, POLLY B.B.S.—Elementary Education Chi Omega - Historian; Freshman Class Council; Hockey Team; Intra­murals ; Junior- Class Council; Miss Playmate ’64 - '65; Miss Troubadour Contest - Maid of Honor, Homecoming Court ’64 - ’65; Playmate Court ’-63 - '64; Sophomore Class Council; Trou­badour - Advertisement Editor.
WHEELER, GLENN R.B.A.—EnglishEnglish Club; Gymnastics Club.
WHITE, LOUISE MYERS B. S.—Elementary Education Transfer—1Texas College of Arts and Industries; Monogram d u b ; Synch­
ronized Swimming; Varsity Cheer­leader.
WHITE, NYOKA B.A.—EnglishMace and Crown-Organization Editor; Political Science - Secretary; Young Democrats Club - Secretary.
WILLIAMS, DALE B.S.—-PsychologyCircle K ; Imps - Brew Master; In­tramurals ; Old Dominion Divers.
WILLIAMS, MARY L.B.S.—Business Management
WILSON, F. CHARLES B.S.—Education-General Science National Education Association; Vir­ginia Education Association.
WINSTON, LEWIS EUGENE, JR. B.S.—Secondary Education Imps - General Officer, Sergeant at Arms, House Proctor; ODC Opera Workshop; Physical Education Majors Club; Track Team; Varsity Club; Young Democrats Club.
WOOD, JACK
WOODY, CATHERINE E.B.A.—MathematicsBand - Secretary; Hockey; Math Club; Opera Workshop; Sailing Club.
WARRELL, EDWARD E., JR.
YOUNG, FREDERICK JOHNB.S.—Business AdministrationDelta Phi Omega; Veterans’ Club -President.
ZOBY, MARYB.S.—Physical Education
WHO’S WHO INDEX
SANDRA LEIGH DOUGAN, 1307 Monterey Avenue, Norfolk; senior; president, Alpha Xi Delta sorority; vice president, senior class; member, Sigma Beta Tau; vice president, so­cial fraternal council; member: Pan- hellenic Council, Placement Board, Ex- s ecutive Council, and the Young Demo- crates Club.
CHARLES NATHAN GLICKMAN, 105 Tyler Crescent, Portsmouth; sen­ior ; president, Phi Alpha Theta fra­ternity ; recipient, Alumni Scholarship Key; Member: Sigma Beta Tau, His­tory' C|ub, Young Democrats Club; participant, intramural sports.
ARTHUR LEROY HENDERSON, 714 Burksdale Road, Norfolk; senior; edi­tor-in-chief, “Gadfly,” college literary magazine; president, English dp-b; member, Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
DAVID THOMAS HODGES, 906 Maple Street, Elizabeth Cjttjr, N. C .; Technical Institute; president, Student Council; vice president, Ham Club;
member Tau Alpha Psi, national honor society.
ANDREA HOPE JENSEN, 8486 Lynn River Road, Norfolk; junior; editor, “Troubadour,” college yearbook; vice president and pledge trainer, Alpha Xi D elta; member, Student Placement Board; Executive Council; Young Dem­ocrats.
NANCY HERBERT KAIN, 3505 Vimy Ridge Avenue, Norfolk; senior; presi­dent, Virginia Epsilon Sorority; sec­retary, Delta Phi Omega; chairman, advertising and circulation department, “Gadfly” ; member: English C lu b ,Westminster Fellowship, and Senior Class Council.
JAMES WELLENSIEK K E L L E R , 8620 Granby Street, Norfolk; senior; president, Alpha Kappa P si; profes­sional business fraternity; ODC Stu­dent Directory ’64-’65; recipient, ODC Alumni Scholarship Key.
ELLEN DIXON LAW, 805 W. 36th Street, Norfolk; senior; president, Judicial Branch of Student Govern­ment ; member: Psychology Club, Stu­dent Placement Board, and Executive Council.
KAREN VIRGINIA PHELPS, 2085 Pretty Lake Avenue, Norfolk; junior; treasurer, Junior Class; recording sec­retary, Phi Beta Phi sorority; in­tramural volleyball.
GENE MORGAN PRESSON, 2204 N. Lakeside Drive, Virginia Beach; Tech­nical Institute; president, Tau Alpha Pi fraternity; assisted organization of transportation system for students; unfunded scholarship recipient.
LINDA GAIL PRICE, 224 Glendale Avenue, Norfolk; senior; publicity committee, Student Education Associa­tion ; chaplain, Alpha Xi _ D elta; re­cipient, Alumni Scholarship Key.
MARGARET REA, 158 W. Chester Street, Norfolk; senior; president, Na­
tional Panhellenic Council; member­ship- chairman, Alpha Xi D elta; repre­sentative, Judicial Court, Student Gov­ernment ; member, Sigma Beta Tau.
MILDRED GAILLARD SMART, 1615 Runnymede Road, Norfolk; senior; president, Pi Beta Phi sorority; secre­tary, Social-Fraternal Council; mem­ber, Sigma Beta Tau and Senior Class Council; Safety Ambassador, safety program^ inaugurated in 1963.
JAMES SHEPHARD SPRATT, 4024 Edinburgh Drive, Virginia Beach; sen- ior; honors program in physics; pres­ident, student Section, American Insti­tute of Physics; research assistant to Dr. John B. Miles; member, Student Placement Board.
LINDA FRANCES WHALEY, 627 Shenandoah Street, Portsmouth; junior treasurer, Alpha Xi Delta f'; Junior Class Council; delegate to Panhellenic Council; president, Phi Beta Lambda Business fraternity; recipient, ODC Alumni Key.
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